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Abstract
The simple relationship of movement to position via temporal integration helps to explain 
some of the neural representations of position seen in the mammalian brain, such as the 
representations of eye-position, and of head-direction and self-location within an 
environment. The positional information also comes from perception, such as vision, and the 
two sources need not necessarily agree. I construct neuronal firing rate models (introduced in 
Chapter 2) that utilize both velocity and visual inputs, and test them against physiological 
data acquired in situations when the two inputs are put in conflict.
I start with a model o f the oculomotor system (Chapter 3), in which a visual target 
and integration of the motion signal play distinct roles. The model represents a continuous 
attractor, stable and unstable regimes of which are analyzed with the latter found to 
correspond to different clinical disorders.
In Chapters 4 to 6 continuous attractors are used to model hippocampal systems for 
the representation of the animal’s location within its environment. Chapter 4 describes the 
'standard' model of the integration of self-motion information to maintain a representation of 
current location in the firing of hippocampal 'place cells'. I demonstrate the stability and 
invariance under translation of this representation under the model. Using this model, I then 
consider how abstracted sensory information concerning environmental location is combined 
with self-motion information to provide the representation of location (Chapter 5). The model 
is tested by simulation of experimental data on place cell firing in situations where both types 
of information are put into conflict.
Chapter 6 investigates whether the integration of self-motion and environmental 
information into a single coherent representation could result from a reciprocal interaction 
between place cells and the recently discovered 'grid cells' in Entorhinal cortex. In this model, 
integration of self-motion occurs between grid cells and projections from grid cells to place 
cells provide the self-motion contribution to place cell firing. Conversely, sensory inputs 
contribute to place cell firing and projections from place cells to grid cells maintain the 
stability of grid cell firing relative to the environment. This model is tested against 
experimental data on both place cell firing and grid cell firing in situations where 
environmental and self-motion information are put into conflict. Testable predictions for 
future experimental studies are generated by the model.
In Chapter 7 we discuss the relationship of our findings to other related approaches, 
and their implications for the neural organization of spatial behavior.
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1. Introduction.
This thesis concerns how the mammalian brain determines the position o f the eyes 
relative to the head and to the visual scene, and of the body relative to the external 
world, on the basis o f internal signals related to motion and on the basis o f external 
perceptual signals from the world. This problem is related to the famous problem of  
visual constancy which has interested psychologists at an abstract level for more than 
a century, i.e., how visual information gives rise to the percept o f a stable external 
world despite the movements o f  the eye, head and body. In this context it has long 
been recognized, from theoretical considerations, that incoming perceptual 
information must be combined with internal information concerning one’s own 
movement (e.g. Helmholtz, 1866). The last few decades have seen great progress in 
measuring the neurophysiological processes underlying eye movement, self-motion, 
and our sense o f  orientation and location. As a result, the opportunity now exists for 
gaining a quantitative understanding o f  the neuronal mechanisms which enable the 
integration o f perceptual and motion-related information in determining position.
The approach I take is that o f computational modeling o f some o f  the neuronal 
processes supporting the determination o f eye position and self-location. The 
particular power o f the computational modeling approach is that it enables us to make 
quantitative predictions, due to the fact that the mechanism of interest can be 
precisely specified, rather than merely verbally described. Advances in our 
understanding o f the detailed neurophysiology at work (e.g. behavioral correlates o f  
neuronal firing, long-term synaptic potentiation, etc.) have begun to enable the 
development o f computational models which are both faithful to the observed 
electrical activity o f neurons and provide insights into the behaviors they generate.
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Studying patterns o f neuronal firing significantly helps us to understand the 
algorithms generating them -  an advantage that the previous psychologists did not 
have. The firing rate models that I use are intended to capture enough o f the dynamics 
o f neuronal electrical activity needed to investigate the interaction o f perceptual and 
motion-related information in determining location, while avoiding unnecessary 
details o f the underlying neurophysiology. The particular level o f modeling is 
selected in order to make contact with the neurophysiological data to be modelled, but 
not any o f the other aspects o f the data, e.g. using firing rates rather than the detailed 
temporal properties o f  firing and ignoring the details o f synaptic plasticity like spike- 
timing dependent plasticity. Some o f these are important in other models (e.g. 
Burgess, Barry, O’Keefe, 2007), but it is up to the modeller to decide which are the 
critical data for their specific model; an important choice to make, with no guarantee 
o f  that it will be the correct one.
The relatively simpler oculomotor system for the generation o f  fast eye movements to 
visual targets, known as saccades, is the subject o f the first section o f  the thesis. The 
idea is first to construct a new firing rate model o f the saccadic system, which is 
physiologically plausible and could emulate the behavior o f the normal functioning 
system in humans. This approach allows us to test the current hypothesis about the 
mechanism o f the saccadic system. Then, in the model able to reproduce the behavior 
o f the normal functioning system, we can try to reproduce the behavior observed in 
different clinical disorders by varying certain model parameters. This allows us to 
investigate the possible underlying causes o f those disorders.
The relatively more complex hippocampal system for representing self-location is 
then the focus for the main part o f  the rest of the thesis. The place cells in the rat
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hippocampus show strong behavioral correlates by firing only when the animal visits 
a particular localised region o f the surrounding environment (e.g., O’Keefe, 1976). 
Therefore these cells are chosen as the basis for our firing rate model o f self location. 
The place cell firing is assumed to be driven by both external perceptual information 
and internal self-motion information. Simulations o f situations when the two sources 
o f information are put in conflict, allow us to test our hypothesis about the 
mechanism by which these types o f  information might give rise to place cell firing. 
Our second, more advanced, model is designed to also incorporate another, recently 
discovered, type o f  cells with spatial correlates o f firing. These cells are known as 
grid cells, due to the fact that they fire whenever a rat enters one o f an array of 
locations arranged in a triangular or hexagonal grid (Hafting et al., 2005). We assume 
that these cells provide a substrate for path integration, and interact with place cells 
which receive external visual inputs. The animal position is hypothesized to be 
determined on the basis o f this interaction. This hypothesis can be investigated by 
testing the model against firing rate data from the experiments in which the external 
and self-motion information are put in conflict. Hopefully the model will also be 
capable o f generating some predictions which then could be tested in future animal 
recording and behavioral studies in order to further verify, or modify, the hypothesis.
In both eye movement and self location systems, the concept o f an "attractor" in the 
representational space o f the system provides a key insight into how it behaves. It is 
interesting to note that, despite the different physiologies o f the systems, the main 
features o f the way the hippocampal model of self location keeps track o f location 
following whole-body motion were derived from a model initially proposed for the 
generation o f eye movements in the superior colliculus (Droulez and Berthoz, 1991).
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This perhaps reflects the presence o f the common issue o f integration o f motion and 
perception in both systems.
2. Analysis of firing rate models of neuronal networks.
In this type o f model both the output from and the input to a neuron, are simply 
characterised by their firing rates. No attempt is made to model the details o f the 
generation o f individual action potentials. For details see Dayan and Abbott (2001).
2.1 A basic firing rate model.
2.1.1 The total synaptic current to a neuron.
A given neuron receives synaptic inputs from N  other neurons in the network. When 
an action potential arrives at an input b (Z>=lto N) at time 0, it is assumed to generate 
a synaptic current 7S = WhKs(t) in the soma o f the postsynaptic neuron. Here wb is the 
synaptic weight and Ks(t) is called the synaptic kernel. The amplitude and sign o f the 
synaptic current generated by input b are determined by wb. For excitatory synapses, 
wb> 0, and for inhibitory synapses, wb< 0. The probability o f transmitter release from 
a presynaptic terminal is included in the synaptic weight factor wb in this case.
The synaptic kernel, Ks(t) > 0, describes the time course o f the synaptic current 
generated by a presynaptic spike arriving at time / = 0. The synaptic kernel most 
frequently used in firing-rate models is an exponential, Ks(t) = exp(-//xs)/xs, where xs
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is usually close to the time constant that describes the decay o f the synaptic 
conductance. For simplicity, the same function Ks(t) is used to describe all synapses. 
Assuming that the effects o f  the spikes at a single synapse sum linearly, the total 
synaptic current at time t resulting from a sequence o f presynaptic spikes occurring at 
input b at times is given by:
with p b(r) = - t t) representing the sequence o f spikes fired by a presynaptic
neuron b. The total synaptic current coming from all N  presynaptic inputs is then 
obtained by summing:
In the firing-rate models, the actual spike sequence p b ( r ) , generated by neuron b, is 
approximated by its firing rateub(r) ,  which is obtained by averaging p b(r)  over 
multiple trials. So we have:
If we take the derivative o f the above equation with respect to t, we get a dynamical 
expression for 7S:
(2 .1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
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NL + Z vV'»=-/> +w-« (2.4)
where w • w is the dot product o f the weight w and input u vectors.
2.1.2 Firing rate of the neuron.
For constant synaptic current, the postsynaptic neuron firing rate can be expressed as 
r = F(ls), where F  is the steady-state firing rate as a function of somatic current 7S. F 
sometimes is taken to be a saturating function, e.g. sigmoid or Naka-Rushton (Naka 
and Rushton, 1966) function, which can be important in stabilising a network against 
excessively high firing rates.
When the total synaptic current changes over time, the firing rate does not follow  
these changes instantaneously. Instead, due to the properties o f the neuronal 
membrane, the firing rate becomes a low-pass filtered version o f 7S. Therefore time- 
dependent firing rate is often modelled as a low-pass filtered version o f  the steady- 
state firing rate:
The time constant rr here determines how rapidly the firing rate approaches its 
steady-state value for constant 7S, and, consequently, how closely r can follow rapid 
changes in 7S(/).
Thus, the firing rate model consists o f the pair o f equations (2.4) and (2.5). If one o f  
these two equations relaxes to its equilibrium point much faster than the other, the 
model can be reduced to just one equation. If, for example, r r «  rs , we can assume
(2.5)
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dr
that Tr —  « 0 , and the second dynamic equation reduces to the static case 
dt
r = F (IS (/)). If, on the other hand, r r »  r 5, we can make the approximation that the 
first equation reaches equilibrium instantaneously. Then we can make the 
replacement Is = w u  in the equation (2.5), and the model reduces to a single 
equation:
T , ^  = - r  + F (w -u )  (2.6)
We assume that in the place cell network t r »  ts and therefore build the dynamical 
model o f the network on the basis o f  the equation (2.6).
2.2 Neuronal networks that integrate their inputs.
Two o f  the main classes o f  connections between cortical neurons are feedforward and 
recurrent synapses. Feedforward connections bring input to a given region from 
another region located upstream along a particular processing pathway. Recurrent 
synapses interconnect neurons within a particular region that are regarded to be at the 
same stage along the processing pathway.
The network incorporating both, the feedforward and recurrent connectivity, can be 
described by the following firing-rate equation:
Tr ^  = - r  + F(Wr + Mu) (2.7)
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Here M  is the matrix o f the feedforward connection weights from the layer o f input 
neurons u to the layer o f output neurons r . The matrix component Mab represents the 
strength o f  the synapse from input neuron b to output neuron a. The product Mu 
gives the vector with components ^  M abub for a =  1,2,.. .,NV. This vector is often
defined as h = Mu  . Likewise, W is the recurrent weight matrix with the matrix 
component Waa, representing the strength o f the synapse from the neuron a' to the 
neuron a in the output layer o f the network.
For the linear response function F, it can be shown mathematically (see Dayan and 
Abbott (2001), p 245-248) that, if the recurrent synaptic weights are chosen so that
one o f  the eigenvalues o f the matrix W is exactly equal to one, A,]=l, and all the others 
are less than one, the network will integrate the projection of the input vector h onto 
the corresponding eigenvector ex:
v ( / ) * 3 -  [d ie r h ( i )  (2.8)
J>
As can be seen from the above equation, if the external input h goes to zero at some 
point, the network activity does not cease. The network thus sustains its activity in the 
absence o f external input, which provides a memory for the integral o f prior input.
If the function F  is non-linear, then the restriction for some o f the eigenvalues being 
exactly one, and the others less than one, no longer applies, though the ability o f the 
network to integrate feedforward inputs obviously still depends on the appropriately 
chosen weight matrix W .
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2.3 Stability of neuronal representations.
The system o f coupled differential equations (2.7) provides a description o f the way 
in which the neural network changes from one state to the next. When the left-hand 
side o f the system (2.7) is equal to zero, there is no change in the firing rates o f  the
network neurons over time, dr/d t  = 0. The dynamic variables remain at constant 
values and the system is said to be at equilibrium, or at a fixed point. Once at this 
point, the system will stay there indefinitely, unless perturbed. This fixed point can 
either be stable or unstable. If the point is stable, the system, when in its vicinity, will 
be attracted towards the point and gradually relax onto it. If the point is unstable, the 
system, once perturbed from equilibrium state, will be pushed further away from it.
It is important to know the stability properties of equilibrium points, since they 
determine the long-term behaviour o f the system. Local stability analysis can be used 
to determine whether a fixed point is stable or unstable. This stability analysis is 
based on first approximating the system o f  nonlinear differential equations by a linear 
one in the neighbourhood o f the system equilibrium point. This linear system is then 
inspected in order to determine the stability o f the point.
This type o f analysis can be demonstrated on the example o f  the following nonlinear 
system, comprised o f two coupled ordinary differential equations:
= F(r r ) 
dt K l , l )
dr\
dt
= G(r]5r2)
(2 . 10)
where F  and G can be any o f  a wide range o f nonlinear functions o f r\ and but they 
must have certain properties to ensure that (2.10) will have unique solutions. Let us
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assume that the nonlinear system (2.10) has an equilibrium point (ri*, r2 ) for which 
F  0H V 2*) = G (r\*, r2 ) =  0. In order to approximate the nonlinear functions F {r\, 
r2) and G  (r\ , rj) by linear ones in the neighborhood o f  ( r / ,  r2 ) we perform a Taylor 
expansion o f the former. The Taylor expansion o f the function F  (r\, r2) is:
F(r„r2) = F(rx ,r2 ) +
dF_
dr, -  ri ) +
dF 
dr'
(r2 - r 2 ) +  ,
n si
(2 . 11)
where the dots represent higher-order terms, e.g. —
1 d  F
2 dr,' )2 -
Since F (r* t r2 ) = 0, and since near equilibrium the higher-order terms contribution 
to the equation is negligible compared to the first-order terms, (2.11) can be 
approximated by a linear equation:
F (r, s 2) = ^ ~
dr, <\ Si
. . dF
( ' i  ~ r x  )  +  - 7 -  dn
(r2 ~ K ) (2 . 12)
A similar procedure can also be done for the G (r\, r2) function. This results in the 
following system o f two first order linear differential equations:
dR,
— 1 =  AR . +  BR7
i  ™  ™ — CR , +  DR 2
dt 1 2
where
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and
A =
C =
dF_
drx
dG
drx
B =
D =
dF
dr2 r' F
dG
dr2
r \  >r2
(2.15)
The equation (2.13) can be written in vector notation as follows:
d ' A B ' ( RS
dt ^ 2 j KC D )
The matrix o f first partial derivatives o f F  and G at (t*i*, 7*2*) in (2.16) is called the 
Jacobian. The stability properties o f  the equilibrium point (7*1*, 7*2*) o f the system 
(2.16) and, accordingly, (2.10), can be determined by looking at the eigenvalues o f  
the Jacobian. If both o f the eigenvalues have negative real parts, the equilibrium is 
stable, and if  any has a positive real part, the equilibrium is unstable.
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3. Stability analysis of a model of saccadic eye 
movement.
This work has been accepted for publication (Laptev et al, 2006).
3.1 Introduction to saccadic eye movements and instabilities.
Saccades are the fast, conjugate eye movements which redirect gaze to bring a new 
part o f the visual scene onto the foveal region. Saccades show a relatively invariant 
relationship between the size o f the movement, and saccadic peak velocity and 
duration. In normal human subjects, the peak velocity o f saccades varies from 30 to 
700 deg/sec, and their duration varies from 30 to 100 msec for eye movements o f  0.5 
-  40 degrees in amplitude. The peak velocity progressively saturates with the saccade 
amplitude after about 20 degrees. (Carpenter 1988; Leigh and Zee 1999). This 
consistent relationship between amplitude, duration and peak velocity o f saccades is 
termed the main sequence (Bahill et al. 1975). It can be used to judge whether a 
particular saccade is abnormal and to identify unknown types o f eye movements as 
saccades. Figure 1 shows the time course o f a number o f human saccades o f different 
amplitudes in the horizontal plane (saccades in other planes do not differ in their 
essential characteristics).
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Figure 1. Saccades o f different amplitudes to the left and to the right. A second, 
corrective, saccade can also be seen at the end of larger saccades. All the saccades in 
the figure are with the dynamic overshoot.
Despite the machine-like nature o f most saccades, normal individuals often make 
anomalous saccadic eye movements. Amongst the most common anomalous 
movements are dynamic overshoots and square wave jerks. A dynamic overshoot 
occurs at the end o f a saccade and consists o f an overshoot followed by a small 
corrective saccade in the opposite direction (Abadi et al, 2000) (Figure 1). Square- 
wave jerks are conjugate, sporadic, involuntary, horizontal saccadic intrusions that 
interrupt fixation. They are comprised o f  a saccade that takes the eye away from the 
intended fixation position, followed about 200ms later by a saccade that returns the 
eye back to its initial fixation position (Abadi and Gowen 2004) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. A square-wave jerk.
Saccadic oscillations, composed of back-to-back saccades, may be found in normal 
subjects as well as in patients with neurological disorders. Such saccadic oscillations 
are composed o f multiple consecutive oppositely directed saccades, without an 
intersaccadic interval. This last feature distinguishes them from the square-wave jerk 
oscillations, in which there is typically an intersaccadic interval o f about 200ms.
One o f the types o f these saccadic oscillations, that is observed among normal 
subjects, is voluntary nystagmus. Some individuals have the ability to generate bursts 
o f high frequency oscillations o f approximately 1 - 5° in amplitude (Ashe et al, 1991) 
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Voluntary nystagmus waveform.
One o f the symptomatic saccadic oscillations, similar in appearance to voluntary 
nystagmus, is ocular flutter. It consists o f bursts o f  back-to-back horizontal saccades, 
about 1 - 5° in amplitude, often precipitated by a change in gaze. The other 
symptomatic saccadic oscillation is microsaccadic flutter, which consists o f  back-to- 
back horizontal microsaccadic oscillations with a frequency o f  15 -  30 Hz and 
amplitude o f  0.1 -  0.5° (Ashe et al, 1991).
Inherent instabilities in the saccadic system were previously revealed by a model o f  
the nonlinear dynamics o f the system (Broomhead et al. 2000). The main criticism o f  
this model, from a physiological standpoint, is that it does not explicitly include the 
action o f the pause cells. In this work we investigate a role for the pause cells 
involving inhibition o f  the burst cells at the end o f a saccade, and characterise the 
instabilities which can arise from their malfunction.
3.2 Physiology of the saccadic system.
3.2.1 Components and behavior of the saccadic system.
The eye movements are produced by six extraocular muscles that are attached to the 
outer wall o f the eye (sclera). The medial and lateral rectus muscles produce 
predominately horizontal movements, the superior and inferior rectus muscles 
produce predominately vertical movements, and the superior and inferior oblique 
muscles produce mainly rotary movements. The muscles position is shown in Figure 
4, which represents a transverse section through the skull. The extraocular muscles 
receive commands from motoneurons in the nuclei o f the abducent, trochlear and
22
oculomotor nerves, which are located in the brain stem. The activity o f  these 
motoneurons is in turn coordinated by a distinct network o f interconnected neuronal 
groups, which is determined by the particular type of eye movement. The saccadic 
system represents one o f six such major preoculomotor networks and is designed for 
saccade generation.
Superior oblique m uscle
Superior rectus m uscle
Levator palpebrae  
m uscle
Lateral rectus 
m uscle
Inferior rectu s m u scle
Inferior ob liq u e  m u sc le
Figure 4. Transverse section through the scull, showing the extraocular muscles. The 
medial rectus is obscured from view by the eyeball.
The essential components o f the network that generates saccades are burst neurons 
and omnipause neurons (Scudder et al. 2002; Sparks 2002). Burst neurons are 
subdivided into short-lead burst neurons and long-lead burst neurons. Short-lead burst 
neurons are silent during fixation and eye movements other than saccades. Just prior 
to and during the saccade they fire rapidly in a burst of activity. Long-lead burst 
neurons are also silent during steady fixation, but their firing rates increase well 
before the start o f the saccade (up to 100 msec) and last throughout the saccade. 
Omnipause cells fire continuously except just before and during saccades in any 
direction, during which time they cease firing.
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Saccades are initiated in response to signals from the visual cortex specifying the 
required displacement o f the eyes. A brief trigger input inhibits the pause cells 
whereupon the short-lead burst cells start firing, initiating the saccade and further 
maintaining the inhibition o f the pause cells. The burst of activity is subsequently 
integrated to produce a change in the tonic level o f activity o f cells in the nucleus 
prepositus hypoglossus. This tonic signal is required by the motoneurons for them to 
produce the additional force needed to hold the eye in its new position against orbital 
elastic restoring forces. When the required displacement has been made, the burst 
cells cease firing and the pause cells resume firing. The relationships between the 
firing patterns o f the different types o f  neurons underlying the generation of saccades 
are shown schematically in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Schematic diagram o f  the brainstem circuitry involved in the generation of  
saccades. The pause cells ip) fire all the time except during a saccade. The short-lead 
burst cells (b) generate a burst o f  firing during the saccade. The neural integrator 
cells (») produce a tonic change in firing rate proportional to the integral o f the signal 
produced by the burst cells. The oculomotor neurons (o) produce a firing pattern 
equal to the sum o f the burst and tonic responses. The motor error cells (m) fire in 
proportion to the difference between the actual eye position and target eye position.
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Cells with this firing pattern have not been found experimentally, but the behaviour o f  
these cells may form part o f the behaviour o f the long-lead burst neurons. The trigger 
input (t) is assumed to inhibit the pause cells at the beginning o f a saccade and the 
input Ag specifies the amplitude of the saccade. The circuitry involved in the 
specification o f the size and onset o f a saccade is less well established and so has 
been shown in grey in the figure.
3.2.2 Firing rate characteristics of the short-lead burst neurons as 
determined experimentally.
Current knowledge o f the firing characteristics o f short-lead burst neurons is based on 
a comprehensive study conducted by Van Gisbergen et al (1981). Van Gisbergen, 
Robinson and Gielen recorded from short-lead burst neurons in the pontomedullary 
reticular formation in monkeys trained to follow jumping visual targets. They found 
that the firing rate o f the burst cells is a non-linear, saturating function of motor error, 
which they defined as the difference between final and instantaneous eye position 
during the saccade. It was also found that individual horizontal burst neurons fire 
maximally when the eye makes a saccade in a particular direction. So, if  a neuron 
fires maximally just before and during a saccade to the right, then it will be quiescent 
during a saccade to the left. The direction o f eye movement for which a burst cell 
fires maximally is referred to as its ‘on’ direction and the opposite direction is 
referred to as its ‘o f f  direction. Van Gisbergen et al investigated the responses o f  
individual right and left burst neurons by recording their firing rates during saccades 
made over a range o f amplitudes, and plotting the corresponding trajectories in the 
firing rate against motor error phase plane. It was found that, whenever the motor 
error is nonzero, the trajectories contract almost instantaneously to a common for 
saccades o f all sizes curve in the phase plane and then converge slowly to the origin
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along this curve (Figure 6). This means that the system expresses behavior which is 
similar to the behavior o f slow/fast systems.
5 0 0 -
Figure 6. Relationship between the firing rate and motor error obtained from 
recordings o f a right short-lead burst neuron during saccades o f different amplitudes. 
The vertical axis denotes firing rate in spikes/sec while the horizontal axis denotes 
motor error in steps o f 10 degrees.
By flipping the response curves from left burst neurons about the firing rate axis, and 
then averaging over all response curves, Van Gisbergen et al obtained a single curve 
describing the mean response o f  all neurons (Figure 7). In the ‘on’ direction, this 
mean burst cell response curve was observed to have the form of an increasing 
exponential function that saturates at large motor errors. In the 'o ff  direction the 
curve was found to be approximately zero except for a small maximum close to zero 
error (Figure 7). Van Gisbergen et al suggested that the ‘o f f  response may generate a 
small tug at the end o f the saccade in the direction opposite to that o f the eye 
movement. They suggested it may be needed to prevent the inertia o f the eye causing 
overshoot o f the target. Later Miller and Robins (1992) demonstrated, by measuring 
the tension in extraocular muscles, that there is no active breaking at the end o f a
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saccade. Nevertheless, the ‘o f f  response is thought to be needed to reduce the firing 
rate o f agonist motoneurons at the end of a saccade in order to slow down the eye 
(Abadi et al, 2000).
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Figure 7. Mean short-lead burst neuron response curve obtained by Van Gisbergen et 
al. The vertical axis denotes firing rate in spikes/sec while the horizontal axis denotes 
motor error in degrees.
3.3 Broomhead et al’s modeling of the saccadic system.
A model o f the behaviour o f  the circuitry underlying the generation o f saccades can 
be based directly on experimentally determined quantitative relations between the 
firing patterns o f the different neurons. The firing rate of the short lead burst cells is a 
non-linear, saturating function o f  the difference between final and instantaneous eye 
position during the saccade, a quantity which is referred to as the motor error (Van 
Gisbergen et al. 1981). With the provisional assumption that the long lead burst 
neurons encode the motor error m, the coupling between the short and long lead burst
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neurons can be described by a system o f slow/fast differential equations (Broomhead 
et al, 2000):
s —  = - b  + f ( m )
dt (3.1)
dm _
~ d t ~ ~
where f(m) is a function that defines the curve o f burst cell firing b against the 
dynamic motor error m and s  is a small positive number. In effect, whenever the 
dynamic motor error is nonzero, the state o f the system relaxes rapidly onto the curve 
b =fijn). This curve represents the nullcline o f the system, since dbldt = 0 along it. 
The system then evolves according to dm/dt  = -b. The result o f this is that b and m 
decrease to zero along the curve J{m). The origin is thus a unique stable equilibrium 
o f the system, which corresponds to the endpoint o f the burst signal o f the saccade. 
The role o f the multiplier s  is to constrain the dynamics o f the burst cells onto the 
burst cell firing rate nullcline. As s  is made smaller, the system moves more rapidly 
onto the nullcline and follows it more closely. The parameter £ determines how 
quickly the burst cells respond to the dynamic motor error signal, with the response 
time decreasing as s  is decreased.
A more realistic version o f the model included separate populations of neurons 
responsible for leftward and rightward saccades (Broomhead et al, 2000). In this 
bilateral model, the function used to describe the firing rate o f a given population is 
described by a sum of two different functions, one describing the ‘on’ response (the 
response in the direction o f  maximal firing) and the other the ‘o f f  response. The left
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and right populations o f burst neurons are assumed to be mutually inhibitory, to 
ensure that co-contraction does not occur. The equations for the bilateral model o f  
burst generation are:
£ —  = - r  + yrl2 + f ( m
dt
s —  =  - /  +  ylr2 +  / ( -  m 
dt
(3.2)
with f ( m )
a'{  \ - e  m:P ) i f  m >  0 
- j m e m//) i f  m < 0
Here r and / are the firing rates o f  the right and left burst neurons respectively and 
y > 0 is a parameter which represents the strength o f the mutual inhibition. The 
functional form o f each mutual inhibition term is taken to be quadratic in the activity 
o f the inhibiting neuron. If the mutual inhibition is linear, then one can subtract the 
equation for the left burst neurons from that o f the right burst neurons to reduce the 
model to the original set o f  equations (3.1). The function/ was selected to include 
both an on response term with m >  0 and an off response term with m <  0, as found 
experimentally (Van Gisbergen et al, 1981). Alternative forms of the on and off 
responses can be specified by the values o f the parameters a, p, a ’ and p ’.
3.4 A new model of the saccadic system.
In order to enable the investigation o f  the effect of omnipause cells malfunctioning on 
saccadic system behaviour, the omnipause cells are represented explicitly. The pause
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cells are assumed to inhibit the burst cells and to be inhibited in turn by the burst 
cells, because the level o f polarisation of the pause cells has been found to match the 
burst cell firing pattern during saccades (Scudder et al, 2002). As yet, a function 
which describes the firing pattern of the pause cells has not been derived directly 
from experimental data. Part o f the problem is that the variables which determine the 
firing o f  the pause cells have not been reliably identified. In the early control theory 
models pause cell firing was described by a constant unit function which was 
switched to zero by a trigger input. A more realistic description was introduced by 
Gancarz and Grossberg (1998) who modeled the behaviour of the pause cells with a 
Naka-Rushton function o f the motor error. We have used a similar function but have 
made it depend on the difference between the firing rates o f the left and right burst 
cells rather than the motor error, because the omnipause neurons are known to be 
inhibited by the burst cells. The following function describes the omnipause cell 
behaviour in the model:
p ( r - l ) =  1 -  (r 1)2 (3.3)
y  + ( r  — I)
This function depends only on the absolute value o f the difference between the left 
and right burst neurons, which means that the omnipause cells are inhibited whenever 
one of the left or right populations o f  burst cells is firing strongly. The parameter 5 
specifies how close the firing rates o f  the two populations of burst cells have to be 
before the inhibition o f the pause cells ceases. This value was found to ensure 
cessation of the inhibition at the end o f the saccade and was not varied in subsequent 
numerical simulations. In order to ensure that activity in the pause cells completely 
inhibits the burst cells they are assumed to inhibit the burst cells by a shunting
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inhibition mechanism. We have followed the lead o f Gancarz and Grossberg (1998) 
again in using a power function of the pause cell activity to describe the inhibition. 
Numerical simulation revealed that a power o f at least 8 was required to ensure 
complete inhibition o f the burst cells by the pause cells at the end o f a saccade, and 
this parameter value was used in all subsequent calculations.
The new model for the saccadic burst generator consists of four equations:
where u is the firing rate o f  the pause cell population.
In this model the parameter a, where 0 < a  < 1, can be used to scale down the normal 
firing level of the omnipause neurons in order to simulate malfunctioning o f these 
cells: as a  is decreased the degree o f  inhibition o f the burst cells by the omnipause 
neurons falls. The parameter y, where y >  0, can be used to alter the strength o f the 
mutual inhibition between the burst cells: increased values of /correspond to a higher 
level o f inhibition. The parameter s  was fixed at 0.002 for this study.
The sigmoidal function/in this model was a logistic function:
£ -  = - /  + ( 1 -  m -  yr))
dt
s —  = - r  + ( \ -  a u f  ( f ( m - y i )) 
dt (3.4)
/(*) K1 + Ae-"<x-2-5> (3.5)
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where k, X and p  are all positive parameters. The left and right medium-lead burst 
neuron responses in this model are represented by two logistic functions, overlapping 
around the origin. The amount of overlap was set at 2.5 degrees. This value is an 
assumption for which there is no direct experimental evidence, but which received 
support from the subsequent finding of an off response o f the burst cells within the 
range found in neurophysiological recordings (Van Gisbergen et al, 1981) (see Origin 
o f  off response in 3.5.1). In order for both sets of burst cells to be silent when the 
motor error is zero, the pause cells act to inhibit the burst cells when they are equally 
active at the origin. The values for the parameters off  were selected empirically so 
that durations and peak velocities o f  the saccades o f different amplitude simulated 
with the model followed the main sequence (Bahill et al, 1975; Lebedev et al, 1996). 
The following parameter values gave the best fit k =  567, X = 2.048 and p  = 0.566. 
We have used a logistic function, which is continuously differentiable at the origin, 
rather than a Naka-Rushton function with an odd exponent, which is not, to simplify 
the stability analysis o f the system.
The oculomotor plant acts as a sequence o f two low pass filters, one with a slow time 
constant Ti and one with a fast time constant T2. Optican and Zee (1984) estimated 
T\= 0.15s and T2= 0.012s.
The behaviour o f the neural integrator was also shown to be linear and can be 
modeled by a first order low-pass filter with a time constant Tn. This time constant
p  = v
p  + n + ( r - 1 ) (3.6)
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has been found experimentally to be 25 s in the normal oculomotor system (Optican 
and Zee, 1984).
dn
The neural integrator and the oculomotor plant parts of the saccadic system are 
downstream from the pulse generating mechanism and therefore do not affect its 
stability.
3.5 Stability analysis explains the occurrence of pathological 
oscillations.
3.5.1 The origin of the off response.
Our first finding was that with incorporation o f the pause cells, during normal 
saccades the burst cells develop o ff and on responses similar to the ones found 
experimentally by Van Gisbergen et al (1981), as illustrated in Figure 8. The off  
response arises from the overlap o f  the burst cell response functions at the origin, 
instead o f from a separate term in the response function, as in the Broomhead et al 
(2000) model. This validates our representation of the burst cell response function as 
a more physiologically plausible sigmoidal function.
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Figure 8. Time course o f  simulated saccades o f different sizes, together with the 
behaviour o f burst cells whose on directions are in the direction o f the saccade. In 
these simulations a =  1 and y -  0.01.
3.5.2 The local stability of fixation.
In a normal saccadic system steady fixation is a stable equilibrium. A standard 
technique for analysing the stability o f  a system in an equilibrium state is to calculate 
the eigenvalues o f the linearised system as a parameter is changed. If any o f the real 
parts o f the eigenvalues change sign then the system changes behaviour at that value 
o f the parameter. In order to investigate what effect pause cells malfunctioning may 
have on an otherwise normally functioning saccadic system, we gradually decrease a  
from 1 to 0 in our model over a range o f values o f mutual inhibition y. With the value 
of mutual inhibition y  = 0.01 used to simulate normal saccades, the system has a 
stable equilibrium for all levels o f  pause cell activity. With increased mutual
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inhibition between the burst cells oscillations developed. For example, with y =  0.1 
the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at a  -  0.025 during which the stable 
equilibrium at the origin becomes unstable and a stable limit cycle is formed. This 
bifurcation is revealed by a change o f sign of the real parts o f a pair o f complex 
eigenvalues (Wilson, 1999), as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. (A) Real parts o f  the four eigenvalues o f the Jacobian for the saccade 
generator equations (3.4). (B) Imaginary parts o f the four eigenvalues o f the Jacobian, 
two o f which are always equal to zero. The real parts o f a pair o f the eigenvalues 
cross the origin at a  = 0.025. In these simulations y =  0.1.
3.5.3 The range of amplitudes and frequencies of oscillations.
The types o f saccadic oscillations produced by the model were investigated 
numerically by varying the strength o f  the burst neurons inhibition by the omnipause 
neurons and the strength o f  the mutual inhibition between the burst cells. As
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illustrated in Figure 10, the highest frequency o f oscillation was 20 cycles per second 
and occurred with low pause cell inhibition and low mutual inhibition. The lowest 
frequencies were around 3 cycles per second and occurred with high mutual 
inhibition. The oscillations which arise just after a Hopf bifurcation has occurred will 
be sinusoidal; with larger values o f the bifurcation parameter, relaxation oscillations 
occur. Whilst the low amplitude oscillations in Figure 10 are pendular in shape the 
higher amplitudes have an exponential profile which is not consistent with back-to- 
back saccades. The largest amplitudes were up to 6 degrees and occurred with low 
pause cell inhibition and high mutual inhibition.
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Figure 10. Illustration o f the types o f  saccadic oscillations which can be obtained 
from the model by altering the effectiveness o f the pause cells (a) and the mutual 
inhibition (y) between the burst cells. Each segment is 0.5 seconds long.
3.6 Discussion.
Inherent instabilities in the saccadic system were previously revealed by a model o f  
the nonlinear dynamics o f the system (Broomhead et al, 2000, Akman et al, 2005). 
The main criticisms o f the previous model are that it did not explicitly include the
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pause cells and that it relied on the ‘o f f  response o f the burst neurons being 
abnormally large for the oscillations to occur. We have addressed the first o f these 
criticisms by developing a more physiologically plausible model, which explicitly 
contains the omnipause neurons. This model demonstrates that burst neurons with 
overlapping sigmoidal response functions do indeed show ‘on’ and ‘o f f  responses 
similar to the ones found experimentally (Van Gisbergen et al, 1981), when inhibited 
by the pause cells. The second criticism arose from the concern that the assumption 
that only the ‘o f f  response o f  the burst neurons is affected, while the ‘on’ response 
remains normal, may not be physiologically realistic. Recently, post saccadic 
inhibitory rebound (Ramat et al, 2005) has been proposed as a plausible physiological 
mechanism for generating o ff responses independently o f the on response, which 
makes the second criticism less valid. To be physiologically realistic the mutual 
inhibition between the burst neurons must act via inhibitory burst neurons. If the 
revised model described here was extended to include a pair o f inhibitory burst 
neurons then pathological o ff responses could be simulated by manipulation o f the 
response function o f the inhibitory neurons. In this study we have concentrated on 
the instabilities that can arise when the on and o ff responses are not independent but 
arise from the same underlying sigmoidal response function.
As is shown in this work, by varying the strength o f the burst neurons inhibition by 
the omnipause neurons and the strength o f  the mutual inhibition between the burst 
cells, the model can generate periodic oscillations within a frequency range 3 - 2 0  
cycles per second and amplitude range 0 - 6  degrees. Thus, the model can generate 
oscillations with the amplitudes observed in microsaccadic flutter (0.1 -  0.5 degrees), 
as well as in voluntary nystagmus and ocular flutter ( 1 - 5  degrees). The model 
frequency range also fully covers that observed in voluntary nystagmus and ocular
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flutter, and partially covers the range o f  frequencies seen in microsaccadic flutter (15 
- 3 0  degrees).
Models o f the oculomotor system have usually been described in terms o f  block 
diagrams. Apart from the advantage o f  simplicity o f construction, given the ready 
availability o f  powerful simulation packages, such models deliver easy-to-understand 
explanations o f  some aspects o f  saccadic disorders in terms of structural damage to 
the system. However, such models include so many offset and slope parameters that 
it is not feasible to carry out an exhaustive enumeration of all the possible behaviours 
o f  the models. This makes it difficult to assess how much the behaviour o f a given 
model depends on the choice o f  a specific set o f  parameters. An advantage o f the 
nonlinear dynamics approach is that only a few equations and parameters are required 
to describe the behaviour o f the system. Alternative models o f the development o f  
microsaccadic oscillations attribute them to a delay in the action o f the pause cells 
(Zee and Robinson, 1979) or to a combination o f mutual inhibition between the burst 
cells and an excessive o ff response from the burst cells (Broomhead et al, 2000, 
Ramat et al, 2005). One method o f  assessing these models is to compare the range o f  
oscillations found as the delay and inhibitory strength o f the pause cells, and the level 
o f mutual inhibition o f the burst cells, are systematically varied. The range o f  
frequencies associated with microsaccadic oscillations and flutter is 6 to 30 Hz (Ashe 
et al, 1991, Ramat et al, 2005). Ramat et al (2005) have argued that to achieve this 
range o f frequencies through delays in feedback would require an implausibly large 
range o f neural time constants. The model described in this paper gave oscillations o f  
up to 20 Hz in frequency, which suggests that an additional neural mechanism such as 
post saccadic inhibitory rebound is necessary to account for the entire range o f  
saccadic oscillations found clinically. Our results suggest that the most realistic
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waveforms are found with levels o f pause cell inhibition and burst cell mutual 
inhibition which are just over the borderline for stability. This may make good 
physiological sense as it suggests that normally the firing levels o f the pause cells are 
just enough to suppress the burst cells but no more. As the constant firing o f the pause 
cells requires energy, keeping their level o f activity as low as possible will save on 
energy usage.
A model o f the dynamics o f the saccadic system enables standard stability analysis 
techniques to be used to discover how instabilities can develop. Analysis o f the 
equations o f our earlier nonlinear dynamics model revealed that jerk nystagmus, in 
which there is an accelerating slow drift away from the point o f fixation followed by 
a saccade in the opposite direction, can develop by a sequence o f a pitchfork followed 
by a pair o f Hopf bifurcations producing left and right beating oscillations (Akman et 
al, 2005). In the current model a H opf bifurcation occurs directly at the equilibrium. 
The significance o f the difference between these two patterns o f bifurcations is that in 
the first case the subsequent oscillations are asymmetric whereas in the latter case 
they are symmetric. In physiological terms the implications o f this finding are that 
microsaccadic oscillations are generated by alternate firing o f the left and right burst 
cells, with the peak o f the firing occurring when the error signal is least, whereas in 
jerk nystagmus the peak firing rates o f  the burst cell occur when the error signal is 
maximal. Incorporating a pair o f  inhibitory burst neurons in the current model to 
allow pathological o ff responses to be simulated would allow oscillations to develop 
directly through a Hopf bifurcation and also through a pitchfork followed by a Hopf 
bifurcation. This would give rise to a system able to generate nystagmus waveforms 
as well as microsaccadic oscillations.
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In conclusion, the importance o f a bifurcation analysis o f  a model is that it reveals the 
range o f underlying instabilities in the model, which can lead to pathological eye 
movements without any structural damage. As has been appreciated in other fields o f  
movement research (Verdaasdonk et al, 2004), a comprehensive stability analysis is 
required to understand the range o f  behaviours that a motor system can produce, and 
to assess the likely outcome o f  manipulation of system parameters. Recently, Ramat 
et al (2005) provided convincing arguments that the level o f activity o f the pause 
neurons can be reduced in normal subjects by a variety o f manipulations including 
blinks, convergence and most reliably by a combination of a small saccade and a 
large vergence movement. Such manipulations may form the basis o f approach to 
experimental neurology in which the underlying mechanisms o f an oscillation, which 
on its own could arise from a number o f  causes, can be determined from the way in 
which the oscillation changes with systematic experimental manipulations.
4. Modeling integration of self-motion by hippocampal 
place cells.
4.1 Path integration.
The term ‘path integration’ was first proposed by Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt ( l 973) 
for the ability o f an agent to keep track o f  its current location, on the basis o f  
idiothetic information alone, relative to its starting point as it moves around. 
Arthropods in the Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt (l 973) study were able to return
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straight home after a random search excursion under conditions that were designed to 
exclude all external cues. Mittelstaedts then concluded that this capability must be 
based on the integration and storage o f the animal’s own movements. The term 
‘spatial updating’, on the other hand, refers to a more extended version o f path 
integration, which also includes the ability to keep track o f other locations within the 
environment, on the basis o f  idiothetic information alone (Byrne et al, 2007).
The fact that hippocampal lesions impair spatial navigation (e.g. Morris et al, 1982) 
implies that the hippocampus might have something to do with path integration. More 
specifically, Whishaw et al (2001) claimed, on the basis o f their rat lesion studies, 
that hippocampal damage impairs path integration. However, hippocampus does not 
appear to be required for the simplest form o f  path integration, known as ‘homing’ 
(Alyan and McNaughton, 1999). More likely, the hippocampus is required for the 
more complex spatial updating, and possibly also for integrating path integration with 
sensory inputs (Etienne and Jeffery, 2004). In this chapter I show, through the 
development o f a biologically plausible neural network model, how hippocampal 
place cells may perform path integration. The issue o f integrating sensory and path 
integration inputs by the hippocampal place cells is addressed in the next chapter, by 
extending the model to include sensory inputs.
4.2 The hippocampus.
The hippocampus became a focus for the study of spatial cognition following the 
discovery o f place cells in the hippocampi o f freely moving rats by O'Keefe and 
Dostrovsky (1971). Since then cells with other spatial correlates o f firing have been
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found in surrounding neocortical areas. The functional anatomy o f the hippocampus 
and surrounding areas, and the paradigm of single unit recording in freely moving 
rodents is briefly reviewed in Figures 11-14.
Figure 11. The anatomical organization o f  the rat hippocampus and surrounding 
cortical areas. The hippocampus proper is a sausage-shaped structure lying under the 
neocortex (shown in blue, above). It is formed from two interlocking sheets o f cells: a 
sheet o f granule cells (the 'dentate gyrus', DG) and a sheet of pyramidal cells divided 
into two regions (CA3 and CA1). The sheet o f pyramidal cells broadens out through 
the regions known as subiculum (S), pre- and para-subiculum (pS) and medial and 
lateral entorhinal cortex (mEC and 1EC), becoming six layered neocortex. Place cells 
are found in regions CA1 and CA3, head-direction cells and place-by-direction cells 
are found in presubiculum and grid cells in medial entorhinal cortex. Adapted from 
Burgess and O'Keefe (2003).
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Figure 12. Approximate numbers o f principal (projection) cells in various regions of  
the rat hippocampal formation (including the hippocampus proper, subiculum and 
entorhinal cortex), and major projections are shown. Note the extensive recurrent 
projections within area CA3. Adapted from Burgess and O'Keefe (2003).
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Figure 13. Schematic anatomy and spatial correlates o f cell firing around the 
hippocampal formation. Head-direction cells in the presubiculum fire according to the 
animals' head direction (above). Place cells in the hippocampus fire according to the 
location o f the animal (right: black line shows the path of a rat exploring a square 
box, red dots show the locations at which a place cell fired an action potential). Grid
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cells in medial entorhinal cortex firing whenever a rat enters one o f an array o f  
locations arranged in a triangular or hexagonal grid (left: black line shows the path o f  
a rat exploring a square box, red dots show the locations at which a place cell fired an 
action potential). Figure kindly provided by Neil Burgess.
Figure 14. Illustration o f a typical set-up for single unit recording in freely moving 
rodents (mouse shown).
4.3 Navigational neurons.
The hippocampus has been shown to be involved in spatial memory in rodents, as 
well as in primates and humans. Neurons in areas CA3 and CA1 o f the rat 
hippocampus exhibit location specific firing (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;
To sc-ke discriminator
~o m ouse rac*er
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O’Keefe, 1976). Pyramidal cells in those areas fire only when the animal visits a 
particular localised region o f the surrounding environment. The cells are known as 
the place cells and the localised region as their place field. Collectively these place 
cells provide a population code for spatial position. A neural representation 
( ‘cognitive map’) o f  a particular environment is formed in such a way (O’Keefe and 
Nadel, 1978). If you change the shape and size of the original environment, the place 
cells will initially fire in the new environment as predicted by the Boundary Vector 
Cell model (Hartley et al, 2000). But if  the environments are more radically different, 
e.g. made o f different material, the same place cell will fire in different places (as 
defined by boundaries) in different environments, or will fire in one and not in the 
other environment. Thus, each environment in this case appears to be represented by 
the unique ‘cognitive map’ in the hippocampus (Muller, 1996).
As the animal moves around a particular environment, the firing pattern o f  place cells 
is continuously updated, reflecting the current position o f the animal. This continuous 
shifting o f neural representation is driven by visual and vestibular inputs, and takes 
place even in total darkness (O’Keefe, 2007). The only time when a complete 
cessation o f location-specific place cell firing is seen, is when the animal is being 
forcefully held still.
Another interesting type o f  cells, closely related to the place cells, is the head- 
direction cells. These cells, mainly located in postsubiculum and limbic thalamus, 
signal the instantaneous head direction o f  the animal in the horizontal plane in a 
world-centered reference frame (Taube et al, 1990a; Taube et al, 1990b). Similarly to 
the place cells, the internal representation of head direction, maintained by these cells, 
is updated continually with the head movement of the animal, even in the absence o f
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visual inputs (McNaughton et al, 1991; Mizumori and Williams, 1993). The head- 
direction system relies on familiar landmarks in order to reset or calibrate itself 
(Goodridge and Taube, 1995).
Cells that combine the properties o f the head-direction and the place cells have also 
been found in the presubiculum (Cacucci et al, 2004). These cells, like the place cells, 
have a preferred location, at which they are most active. But their response also 
depends on the current head direction of the animal, i.e. they are not unidirectional 
like the place cells. The following figure illustrates responses o f these cells:
Figure 15. Firing o f place by head-direction cells is modulated by both location and 
head direction. A. Locational firing-rate maps for the place by head-direction cell 
TPD f3. Central firing-rate map is direction independent. Surrounding rate maps 
show locational firing for specific head directions only (in 45° bins). Black numbers 
refer to peak firing rates (Hz), and blue numbers in blue boxes refer to the mean rate
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o f  the dark blue area o f the map (Hz). All maps are individually autoscaled. B. 
Directional polar plot showing that the cell TPD f3 fires maximally when the rat faces 
southwest. Number refers to peak firing rate. Bottom right: Directional dwell-time 
polar plot (seconds). C. Locational and directional firing-rate maps o f  four 
representative place by head-direction cells. For each cell, the locational firing-rate 
map (left, white number refers to peak firing rate and blue number is as in A) and the 
directional polar plot (right) are shown. The bottom right o f each rate polar plot 
indicates the directional dwell-time polar plot (seconds). Adapted from Cacucci et al 
(2004).
4.4 Recurrent network models of path integration (PI).
4.4.1 Continuous attractor and Mittelstaedt models.
A characteristic anatomical feature o f  the CA3 region o f the hippocampus is the 
extensive recurrent connections between its pyramidal cells (Amaral and Witter, 
1989). The presence o f recurrent connections suggests that the network is subject to 
stable attractor dynamics, which means that place cell activity patterns correspond to 
the stable equilibria states o f  a potential CA3 attractor network. A number o f  
researchers to date have taken an attractor dynamics approach to modelling the 
behaviour o f the recurrent networks, notably head direction (Skaggs et al, 1995; 
Zhang, 1996; Stringer et al, 2002a) and place cell networks (Samsonovich and 
McNaughton, 1997; Redish and Touretzky, 1998; Kali and Dayan, 2000; Stringer et 
al, 2002b). These networks are referred to as ‘continuous attractor’ networks, since 
they can stably maintain patterns o f  firing o f their neurons corresponding to any 
location in a continuous physical space: one-dimensional in the case o f head direction
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cells forming a ‘line attractor’ (see Figure 16), and two-dimensional in the case o f  
place cells, where we have a whole Cartesian plane o f stable fixed points (a ‘plane 
attractor’).
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Figure 16. Point attractors, line attractors and the encoding o f head-direction. A) A 
point attractor for neural activity is a pattern o f activity (al, a2, a3..) into which other 
nearby patterns o f activity will evolve under the dynamics o f the system (i.e. the 
connection weights and rules for updating activation values). In the Hopfield (1982) 
model it is thought o f as a minimum energy state by analogy with physical systems. 
B) A population o f head direction cells (Taube et al., 1990a,b) encode the rat's head 
direction, each firing maximally for a single preferred direction (S; top plot). For a 
given head direction, the pattern o f  activity across the population o f head-direction 
cells will resemble a noisey bump when the cells are laid out along the x axis 
according to their preferred direction (middle plot). A continuous attractor for neural 
activity can be formed by appropriate recurrent connectivity between the cells. 
Connections between pairs o f  cells have weights that are symmetrical and depend
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only on the difference between the two cells' preferred directions: cells with more 
similar preferred directions having stronger connections. These connections constrain 
the pattern o f activation to form a smooth bump, reducing noise and allowing more 
accurate decoding o f head-direction (bottom). C) The set o f allowed smooth bump­
shaped patterns o f  activation form a "line attractor". Each actual head direction (SI, 
S2..) will give rise to a pattern o f activation that will converge to a point on the line 
attractor: providing an estimate o f the head direction (Si, S2..). Under the dynamics 
o f the system, patterns o f  activation along the line can move to other patterns along 
the line, but patterns o ff the line will converge onto it. Adapted from Burgess (2006).
Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997) and Stringer et al (2002b) incorporated a path 
integration mechanism in their models, which allows the models to keep track o f their 
location using idiothetic inputs alone. See also Redish and Touretzky (1998). In order 
to function, these models have two main requirements: that the strength o f  
connections between CA3 place cells decreases proportionate to the distance between 
their preferred locations; and that there exists a population of appropriately connected 
‘shifter cells’ with spatially constrained firing that is also modulated by agent’s speed 
and head direction. The former o f  these requirements, in conjunction with appropriate 
feedback inhibition, can lead to the creation of a stable activity pattern in CA3 
neurons. The latter requirement is necessary for that pattern to shift so as to track the 
agent’s position.
Taking a completely different approach, Mittelstaedt (2000) constructed a “triple­
loop” model o f path control by head direction and place cells. Extending some o f  his 
earlier work with arthropods, this model provides an engineering solution to the 
problem o f path integration for comparison with neurophysiological data, rather than
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explicitly simulating neuronal firing itself. The basic principal was o f control loops -  
altering behaviour to minimize the differences between: the current heading and the 
desired heading (the “compass” loop, involving head-direction cells); the current path 
integrator coordinates and its reference value (the “path” loop); and the path 
integrator’s reference value and the current goal location (determining the location 
where search terminates, the “place” loop, involving place cells, and specified by the 
non-spatial cues present at the goal location). Interestingly, Mittelstaedt makes the 
point that the place cells are the output o f the path integration system, rather than 
embodying it as they do in Samsonovich and McNaughton’s model. In addition, he 
notes that the different loops may act independently: thus allowing some aspects o f PI 
to occur in the absence o f the “place” loop. For example, homing to a recently visited 
location might be supported by using two “path” loops, one reset at the start o f the 
outward trajectory and the other reset at the start o f the return journey -  without need 
to use the “place” loop and non-spatial cues identifying the goal location. Overall, 
this model represents an examination o f  the hippocampal role in path integration from 
a different point o f view (arthropod PI) and at a different level o f analysis (control 
system engineering) from our approach.
4.4.2 Place cell tuning curves.
The place cell tuning to location often has a shape close to the shape o f a Gaussian 
function (Hartley et al, 2000). Therefore in our model we use the following formula 
for the place cell tuning curve:
(4.1)
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where st = tJ(x -  x()2 + ( y -  y , ) 2 is the distance between the current location o f the
agent (x, y) and the preferred location o f cell / (x„ yi), at which it fires maximally.
cj 2 is the variance o f the place field and Ap is the peak firing rate o f the place cell
(both assumed to be the same for all place cells in the model for simplicity).
The activation pattern over the population of place cells, arranged so that each one’s 
location corresponds to its preferred location (i.e. same location, different cell) is 
basically equivalent to the place cell tuning curve (i.e. same cell, different location) 
(Zhang, 1996). In the real brain the place cells are not topologically arranged 
according to their preferred location, but appear to be rather randomly distributed. 
Nevertheless, if  one imagines the place cells as laid out on the Cartesian grid 
corresponding to the coordinates o f  their preferred locations (x„ y,), one can see a 
bump-shaped activity pattern defined by (4.1), that is centered at the neuron / with the 
preferred location closest to the current position o f  the agent, i.e. x ~ x, and y  ~y,. 
Further in the report I will refer to the implicit 2D space represented by the set o f  
activities o f these neurons as the ‘state space’ o f  the system.
4.4.3 The basic mechanism of activity shifting.
If there are only recurrent connections between the place cells (no external inputs), 
their dynamics can be described by the following equation (4.2). The equation 
describes how a neuron’s firing rate depends on the net input to it -  see the equation 
(2.5) in Chapter 2.
Here rt is the firing rate o f the place cell i, r  is the place cell time constant, Wy is the 
weight o f the recurrent connection from the place cell j  to the place cell /' and F  is the 
response function o f the place cells.
Stable solutions to equation (4.2) obey:
= F S i
V J
(4.3)
We want the stable firing rates o f  place cells to be o f the form of f i x - x ^ y -  y t) in 
the equation (4.1). Substituting rt = f ( x  -  x , , y  -  y , ) into the equation (4.3), we get 
the following equation for the stable solutions:
f ( x - x „ y - y l) = F
f
V j
(4.4)
And this should be true for any choice o f  (x„ y,), which means that our system should 
be translation-invariant. For this to be the case, the average synaptic weight WtJ 
between two neurons with favorite locations s, (xh y,) and Sj {xp yj) has to be solely a 
function o f the distance {sr sj) , i.e. Wtj = W,.j, see e.g., Dayan and Abbott (2001).
If the system, defined by (4.2) and (4.4), receives an external input, which is 
proportional to the derivative f \ x  -  x , , y  -  y t) ,  it is possible to show (for a linear F)
that the stable bump o f activity, given by f ( x  -  xt, y  -  y t) ,  will shift in the state space 
o f the agent with speed proportional to the magnitude o f the input.
We consider the one-dimensional case, i.e. movement along x direction (y is 
constant). The derivative o f  the function f ( x  - x t) with respect to x at the point xt
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can be approximated through the / values for the neighboring neurons by the centered 
difference rule:
f ' { x - x l) =
f { x - x , +x) ~  f j x - x , ^ )  
2 Ax
(4.5)
where Ax is the distance between the favourite locations of any two neighbouring 
neurons (Droulez and Berthos, 1991; Byrne and Becker, 2004).
If we think o f Dit(i+i)= 1/(2 Ax) and D l fl.JJ= -l/(2Ax) as the differential synaptic 
weights onto the neuron / from its two neighbouring neurons along the x axis, the 
external input that is proportional to f ' { x  -  x ,) can be represented as
^ J ] . Di - j f (x - X j ) .  Here D  is the matrix o f  the differential connection weights
and X is the proportionality coefficient. Then, assuming that the bump preserves its 
shape during the movement, we get the following equation for the system with the 
recurrent and differential pathways:
The first two terms on the right cancel out due to the translation invariance o f the 
system, and, by evaluating the derivative on the left of the equation, we get:
T ^ f ( x - x t) =  - f ( x  -  X , ) +  Y ,  -  X J )  ■+ A - , / ( *  -  Xj  ) (4.6)
r f i x ~ x, ) ^ ;  = ¥ ' ( x - xl)at
(4.7)
where / ' ( x  -  x,) cancel out: r
- dx X X => —  = — => x = —Xt . ., giving:
dt dt t T
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(4.8)
Thus, the system shifts the activity pattern with the velocity determined by A , or, in 
other words, an externally generated ‘velocity signal’. A (t) will be integrated over 
time such that the represented location moves consistently with it (performing ‘path 
integration’).
4.4.4 Recurrent connection weights.
Stringer et al (2002b) have provided a model o f  Hebbian associative learning o f the 
recurrent connections in CA3 during the exploration o f novel environments by the 
agent. The model generated a recurrent weight profile which is very close in its shape 
to the Gaussian function o f  the distance between the favorite locations o f the 
presynaptic and the postsynaptic neurons. Since there is a body o f evidence for 
synaptic plasticity in the CA3 recurrent collateral pathways (Debanne et al, 1998), it 
is reasonable to assume that the real recurrent weight profile is similar to the one 
generated by the Stringer et al model. Therefore we adopt the following Gaussian 
function to represent the profile in our model:
(4.9)
where s(_7 = yj (x l -  x , ) 2 + (>>, -  y 7) 2 is the distance between the preferred locations
o f the cells i (x„ y t) and j  (xp yj), cru2 represents the broadness o f the profile and Aw is
the weight normalization factor.
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As can be seen from (4.9), the strength o f the synaptic weight between any two 
neurons depends only on the distance between them in the state space s^. Thus, our 
recurrent weight matrix supports the stable solutions equation (4.4).
4.4.5 The response function.
If we have a sufficient density o f  coverage o f the represented space by the place cells, 
we can approximate the equilibrium equation (4.4) by its continuous form, replacing 
the sum over preferred locations (.Xj, jy) weighted by a Gaussian function W o f the 
distance between (x„ y t)  and (xj, yj) by the 2D-convolution:
f ( x , y )  = F ( f ( x , y ) * f V ( x , y ) ) = F [ [ x [ ^ { x - X , y - Y ) f ( X , Y ) d X d Y ^  (4.10)
Since both W and/ are Gaussian, it can be shown mathematically that the result o f
their convolution is another 2D-Gaussian, with the variance a 2 = a w2 + crp2. In order
for the equations (4.10) and (4.4) to be true, our response function F  has to be a 
power function o f the form:
2 2
F (jc)= (x)" , where n ~ — -------------------------------------------------------------- (4.11)
In the case when <jp2 = a  2, F  is simply a square function (n = 2). On the other hand, 
if  a  2 »  a  2, the function is close to linear.
We can think o f this function as o f  a non-saturating region o f the Naka-Rushton 
function, which is considered to provide a reasonably good description o f neuronal
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responses. We thus assume that our model always operates in a non-saturating 
regime, which by itself appears to be a reasonable assumption. If we consider the case
when a  2 -  a  2, the equation (4.4) becomes:
(4.12)
V J
and this is a solution to (4.2) for all neurons, i.e. all preferred locations (x„ y,) and for 
all locations o f the agent (jc, y).
4.4.6 Stabilizing the attractor network.
Now we have a continuous family o f  equilibrium points, which is necessary for us in 
order to implement plane attractor dynamics. But, as it is possible to see from (4.12), 
the equilibrium points are unstable. The slightest deviation from the equilibrium state 
will either result in the infinite growth o f  the activity bump or its decay towards zero 
(another, stable equilibrium point o f  the system), depending on the direction o f initial 
deviation from the unstable equilibrium state.
In order to make f ( x - x i9y - y , )  a stable family o f equilibrium solutions, we modify 
the system (4.2) by introducing into it negative feedback inhibition. We assume the 
inhibition to be shunting, consistent with the action of shunting GABA synapses 
(Wilson, 1999). Doiron et al (2000) have shown that the shunting inhibition has a 
divisive, rather than subtractive, effect on the firing rates o f the pyramidal cells when 
the latter operate at frequencies below 40 Hz. Since the place cells have been found to 
operate in the range o f 5 -  15 Hz, we implement a divisive inhibition in our model. 
The inhibition is performed through the action of a single, global inhibitory neuron,
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which is assumed to have a linear response function for simplicity. This neuron 
receives equally strong synapses from all the place cells in the network and provides 
equal negative feedbacks to all o f them as well, broadly consistent with the very large 
dendritic and axonal spread o f  basket cells. Thus, our system becomes:
dr,
r  — -  =  - r  +  
dt 2 X / ,  / • *v j
dv 't—<
T’ * = - v + &
(4.13)
where v is the firing rate o f  the global inhibitory neuron, rv is its time constant, y  is
the strength o f the synapse from any place cell onto the inhibitory neuron and J  is the 
synaptic strength o f the negative feedback.
To make our model simpler to analyze, we assume that the time constant o f the 
inhibitory neuron is much smaller than r o f the place cells, and therefore could be 
approximated by zero. This makes v always equal to j'JV . and enables us to reduce
j
the system o f equations (4.13) by one, giving:
4.4.7 The path integration mechanism.
To enable our system (4.14) to perform path integration, we add to it differential 
synaptic pathways in a way similar to the linear case described above. For that
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purpose we assume that there are four distinct groups o f place by head-direction cells 
in the hippocampus. The tuning curve o f the place by head-direction cell i is defined 
as follows:
f ( x  -  xt, y  -  y t d  -  6 )  = f  {x -  x „ y  - y ^ c o s ip  -  e ^ + (4.15)
where f { x  -  x ^ y  -  y t) is the tuning curve o f the place cell z, |cos(# -  6, )|+ is a 
rectified cosine function and 6t is the preferred head direction of the place by
direction cell /'. The equation (4.15) can also be seen as a response curve o f a normal 
place cell, which is modulated at the level o f its dendrites by an input from a head- 
direction cell. In fact, to be more accurate, we need the direction of bodily movement 
o f the rat, rather than its head direction, in order to perform path integration. For the 
purpose o f modeling we simply assume that the two are the same, though this, o f  
course, is not always true.
One o f the four groups is comprised o f  the cells with the preferred head direction o f 0 
degrees, another -  90 degrees, a third -  180 degrees and a fourth -  270 degrees. Thus, 
each place cell / has a corresponding place by direction cell z, with the same favorite 
location, in each o f the four groups.
Apart from the differential connections, we also introduce an external (feedforward) 
input hi to the place cell z into the model. This input is supposed to represent visual 
signals to the place cells. And our model becomes:
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dr __ r 
T d t ~  r,+
( I . K f i + V Z l t J + V Z l t / t  + V ' Z j l / ’ + V ' Z l t f ;  + h , ) U y Y / ,
\  j  j  j  y J  j  y
(4.16)
where r" = r, cos \0 - 6 \  ,J J | | +
with n = 1,2,3,4 and 6 ” = 0°,90°,180° ,270° correspondingly, is the firing rate o f the 
place by direction neuron j  from the group n. Wj.j is the weight o f the recurrent 
connection from the place cell j  to the place cell i and D"_. is the weight o f the
differential connection from the place by direction neuron j  from group n to place cell 
/'. V is the speed and 6  is the direction o f the agent’s movement, hi is the visual input 
to the place cell i.
The weight matrices D 1 and D 3 are set up to compute the activity derivative along 
the x axis, in positive and negative directions respectively, analogous to (4.6), while
D 2 and D 4 are tuned to perform the same operation along they axis o f the state space 
of the agent. According to the matrices, each o f the place by head-direction neurons 
makes a negative projection onto one o f  its neighboring (in the state space) place cells 
and a positive projection onto another one.
However, as our simulations later showed, the negative projection is not necessary -  
just one positive projection from each place by head-direction cell onto one o f its 
neighbouring place cells is sufficient for the model to perform path integration. 
Therefore, in order to be physiologically realistic, in our simulations (see Chapter 5)
we use a version o f (4.16) where D l:(i+i)= l/(2Ax) and 0 in D  (see Eq. 4.6).
The strength of the differential synaptic connections is modulated by the agent’s 
speed o f movement, i.e. the network contains neurons that perform multiplicative
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operations on their inputs (Byrne and Becker, 2004). Such neurons have been 
postulated in models o f visual cortex (Mel, 1993; Mel, 1994). On the other hand, 
there is a possibility that the inputs are provided by the place by head-direction cells 
and that the firing rate o f these cells is also modulated by movement speed, i.e. place 
by head-direction by speed neurons. This type o f neuron is currently being searched 
for by different research groups.
5. Modeling environmental and self-motion influences 
on place cell firing.
The firing o f place cells seems to represent the location o f the rat, and there are at 
least two types o f information which could be used to determine location. These are 
perceptual information from the environment and internally generated information 
concerning the rat’s own movements. The inevitable accumulation of errors by any 
system for path integration, including the continuous attractor models referred to 
above, requires that perceptual environmental information is required to maintain the 
representation o f location in register with the environment. In the absence o f such 
information, behavioural measures o f  path integration demonstrate the rapid increase 
in error with movement. For example, a hamster attempting to return to its nest in 
total darkness will have near-random heading directions after performing 5 full 
rotations (Etienne, Maurer and Seguinot, 1996). Equally, although place cell firing is 
maintained in darkness (becoming slightly less precise; Markus et al., 1994), it is 
possible that the stability o f  firing depends on input from uncontrolled trial-specific 
cues in the olfactory, acoustic or tactile domains. Thus, removal o f all olfactory cues
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within a uniform cylindrical environment coincided with the abolition o f spatially 
specific place cell firing (Save, Nerad, Poucet, 2000).
Previous continuous attractor models o f path integration, as well as the model o f  
Mittelstaedt, did not incorporate sensory inputs, and thus were not biologically 
realistic, since they could not properly emulate the behaviour o f the real system for 
spatial updating. Kali and Dayan (2000) built an attractor network model o f  
allocentric spatial memory, based on recurrently interconnected place cells that 
receive feed-forward connections from entorhinal cortex neurons. They assume that 
entorhinal neurons’ activity is driven by both spatial and path integration inputs, but 
they do not model the path integration source o f  information explicitly. Instead, in 
certain simulations they modulate entorhinal cell activity in such a way as to account 
for possible PI inputs. During their simulations o f O’Keefe and Burgess’ (1996) 
experiments (see the next section), they assume that visual inputs dominate, and apply 
no PI modulation to entorhinal cell activity. The entorhinal cells in this case receive 
only sensory inputs, determined by the agent’s distance from each o f the four walls o f  
the enclosure, as well as his head direction. The model correctly describes those place 
fields from O’Keefe and Burgess’s (1996) data that follow the transformation o f the 
environment, but does not capture the behaviour o f those place cells that remain fixed 
with respect to one wall or develop a second place field after stretching o f  the 
environment.
Any realistic model o f place cell firing needs to include perceptual information from 
the environment in addition to mechanisms for path integration. Indeed, the presence 
o f error in both perceptual and self-motion information indicate that place cell firing 
represents a compromise between two types of unreliable information. The relative
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influence o f external perceptual information and internal self-motion information will 
likely depend on the precise behavioural and environmental circumstances o f the rat. 
In this chapter we consider the mechanisms by which these types o f information 
might give rise to place cell firing, and how they might interact. In the next section 
we consider a model o f  the perceptual influences on place cell firing to complement 
the continuous attractor models o f  path integration. In the following sections we go 
on to consider the interaction between the two types o f information, focussing on 
experimental situations designed to put them in conflict so as to be able to evaluate 
their relative influences on place cell firing.
5.1 Boundary Vector Cell (BVC) model of environmental input 
to place cells.
In order to investigate the nature o f  the environmental inputs driving place cell 
activity, changes to the shape or topography o f  an environment have been used. 
Comparing recordings from the same cell made in rectangular environments o f 
varying shape and size, O ’Keefe and Burgess (1996) noticed that the location o f peak 
firing typically maintained a constant position to the nearest walls. In addition to this, 
several fields were stretched along the axes in expanded environments, and some 
even became bimodal. See Figure 17. O’Keefe and Burgess proposed, based on these 
findings, that place cells receive inputs that are tuned to respond to the presence o f a 
barrier at a given distance along a given allocentric direction, with sharper tuning at 
shorter distances. Other studies (see Barry et al, 2005) also suggest that impediments 
to movement, such as the walls o f  the environment, a free standing barrier or a sheer 
drop, play a key role in defining place cell firing. Moreover, Cressant et al (1997)
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demonstrated that small objects within the environment did not influence place cell 
firing when they were isolated, but did when they were put in line to form an 
extended barrier.
Figure 17. Example o f the firing fields ('place fields') o f a place cell as a function o f  
the rat's location within a rectangular box in 4 different configurations o f shape and 
size (sides vary between 66 or 122cm). Adapted from O'Keefe and Burgess (1996). 
Hot colours show higher firing rates. Plots are auto-scaled, peak firing rates vary 
between 3 and 7Hz).
Inspired by the above experimental findings, Hartley et al (2000) developed the 
Boundary Vector Cell model o f  place cell firing. In this model place cell activity is 
driven by feed-forward inputs from putative BVCs whose firing is determined by the 
presence o f extended barriers (e.g. walls, large objects and impassable drops). A
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particular Boundary Vector Cell fires maximally when a barrier is encountered at the 
BVC’s preferred distance and allocentric direction from the rat (Figure 18, left).
The receptive field o f  each BVC is assumed to be a product o f two normalised 
Gaussians, one a function o f distance, the other o f allocentric direction. The distance 
tuning is narrow for cells which have a peak response to boundaries near the rat and 
gradually widens with the distance. This is consistent with the rat being able to judge 
shorter distances more accurately and means, in accordance with this, that BVCs 
tuned to shorter distances exert more influence on place cell firing than the ones tuned 
to longer distances. The angular extent (<jang) o f all fields is assumed to be the same. 
Thus, the receptive field g, for a BVC i whose response is greatest to a boundary at 
distance d t and bearing (f)t relative to the rat’s location is given by:
£  f.) ex P [ -  (r ~  d , )2 / 2 * L  (d , ) ] .. e x P [~  ~  01 ] (5
2
ang
where <jang is constant, and the radial extent <jrad, which controls distance tuning, 
varies linearly with distance: Graf d i )  = { d /p  + l)cr0. Here, Go and p  are constants 
determining, respectively, the radial extent o f fields at zero distance and their rate o f  
increase with distance.
A section of wall at distance r  and bearing 0 subtending an angle 80  at the rat 
contributes:
8f = gi{r,9) 86  (5.2)
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to the firing rate f  o f  Boundary Vector Cell i. For each location (x,y) in the 
environment, the contribution o f all boundaries to the firing of BVC i is determined 
by integrating (5.2) over G. This process can be repeated for all locations (*,>>) to give 
the BVC i firing field within the environment. As a result, each BVC has a firing field 
that follows the boundary o f  the environment at its favored direction and distance 
(Figure 18, right).
Figure 18. Left. A Boundary Vector Cell fires maximally when a barrier is 
encountered at its preferred distance and allocentric direction from the rat (bar charts 
on the left represent the cell firing rate). Right. Each BVC has a firing field that 
follows the boundary o f  the environment at its favored direction and distance (shown 
in a small and a large square). A place cell firing rate is modeled as the thresholded
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sum o f two or more BVC firing fields (shown in two bottom rows). Adapted from 
Hartley et al (2000).
Each place cell receives input from a selection o f n BVCs (n > 2). The place cell’s 
firing rate F(x,y) is modeled as proportional to the thresholded linear sum o f the BVC 
inputs it receives (Figure 18, right):
F { x ,y ) = A < ! > { '£ f , ( x ,y ) - T ]  (5.3)
V '=1 J
where the threshold T  and a weighting parameter A are constants, and O is the 
Heaviside function (i.e. 0 (x ) = x if  jc > 0, 0(jc) = 0 otherwise). Firing does not depend 
upon the rat’s heading and the direction tuning o f all BVCs is determined relative to 
the same allocentric reference frame (assumed to be provided by the head direction 
system).
Place cell responses generated by the BVC model are similar to the ones obtained 
experimentally. When geometric changes o f the environment take place, the behavior 
o f simulated place cells is similar to that observed by O’Keefe and Burgess (1996), 
see Hartley et al (2000). The majority o f  cells maintain their position relative to 
nearby walls, while some stretch, some become bimodal and a smaller number turn 
on or off, in appropriate proportions. The model also provides an explanation for the 
place cell behavior when more radical changes to the environment are introduced 
(Hartley et al, 2000; Barry et al, 2006).
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5.2 Experimental effect of conflicting environmental and PI 
inputs: Gothard et al (1996b).
Gothard et al (1996b) conducted a study in which populations o f hippocampal 
neurons were recorded simultaneously in rats shuttling on a track between a movable 
reward site, mounted in a sliding box, at one end and a fixed reward site at the 
opposite end. On each trial, the box was randomly moved to one o f five equally 
spaced locations, thereby creating mismatches with the originally learned 
relationships o f the box to other cues in the environment (Figure 19). The movement 
o f the box took place while the rat ran toward the fixed reward site, and each time the 
rat returned to the box in its new position. Along a journey, the same cells were 
active, in the same order, regardless o f  the location o f the box, although elements of 
the sequence o f place fields on the full track were sometimes omitted.
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Figure 19. A, Linear track (188 X 8 cm) with the five equally spaced (22 cm apart) 
box locations used as the start or end point o f  each journey. B shows the five types o f  
outbound journeys, labeled boxl out, box2 out, etc. C shows the five types o f inbound 
journeys. Adapted from Gothard et al (1996b).
The principal finding was that when a mismatch existed between the internal spatial 
representation and real-world coordinates, defined by external cues, a dynamic 
correction process took place. For small mismatches, the internal representation, after 
some initial delay, was translated through intervening states, faster than the actual 
speed o f rat, until the internal representation caught up with true coordinates. In case 
o f large mismatches, however, the internal representation jumped abruptly to the new
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position, skipping the intervening coordinates. For intermediate mismatches, a 
mixture o f the two effects was observed.
The internal spatial representation was quantified in terms o f population vectors.
Then the similarity o f the population activation on the full-length journey to the 
population activation on each o f  the four types o f shortened journeys was tested by 
correlating point by point the population vectors computed for each spatial location. 
The results o f these correlation procedures for two rats are represented graphically in 
Figure 20, adapted from Gothard et al (1996b). As the location o f the high correlation 
areas (red ridges in the figure) shows, the population firing patterns at the beginning 
and end o f the journeys (i.e. in the vicinity o f the box and fixed food cup) were 
always similar regardless o f  the journey type. The correction always took place after 
some initial time delay, which was longer for the longer journeys and shorter for the 
shorter ones. After the delay, the bump was usually rapidly translated through the 
intermediate stages until it was closely aligned with the landmarks corresponding to 
the end o f the track the rat was approaching. The shorter the track was compared to 
the original one, the more rapid was the correcting translation of the bump. For the 
journey types 4 and 5 the discontinuity o f  the ridges can be seen (Figure 20), which is 
due to the ‘jumping’ o f  the bump through the intermediate stages.
Based on the results o f this work and also o f their earlier study (Gothard et al, 1996a), 
in which rats shuttled between a box and a pair o f landmarks placed variably in a 
large arena, Gothard et al proposed that firing o f the place cells is controlled by a 
competitive interaction between path integration and external sensory input, primarily 
vision.
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A Boxl Box2 Box3 Box4 Box5
S h o r t e n e d  t r a ck
Full  t r a ck Correlation
Figure 20. Population vector correlations between the pattern of firing on the full 
track and on the shortened track for two rats, A and B. For each rat, population vector 
correlations are shown for the outbound journeys (top five plots) and inbound 
journeys (bottom five plots). For each correlation plot, the vertical axis corresponds to 
the full track, whereas the horizontal axis corresponds to the length o f the track
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covered by the rat in one o f the five trial types, i.e. boxl, box2, etc (see key, bottom 
left). Highly correlated firing patterns between one location on the full track and a 
second location on one o f the shortened tracks are indicated in red. The first plot in 
each row is a spatial autocorrelation o f the population vectors on the full track, with 
values o f  1.0 along the diagonal. For the rat A, when the track was greatly shortened, 
e.g. on box4-out trial (fourth plot to the right), the pattern of activity remained 
correlated at the beginning o f  the trial when the rat was in the vicinity o f the box.
Then there is an area o f low correlation and an abrupt jump to the final part o f the 
journey, where the activity patterns are highly correlated again, indicating that there is 
a discontinuous shift in the representation. The rat B, in contrast to the other seven 
rats, showed continuous transition o f  the representation on all the outbound journeys, 
though not on the inbound ones.
5.3 Simulation of combined BVC and PI input to place cells.
We simulate the Gothard et al., (1996b) situation o f competitive interaction between 
path integration and external sensory inputs using the model (4.16) in which D it(i+ij=
0.05 and Ay/-/;= 0 in D  (see the model description). We use a 86x21 sheet o f  
recurrently interconnected place cells that covers the full length o f the track, such that 
the beginning o f the track corresponds to the column 11 o f the place cell sheet, and 
the end o f the track to the column 76 o f the sheet. Thus, at the start, the population 
activity bump is centered at the place cell which occupies 11th position in the sheet, 
both horizontally and vertically. The time constant i  is set to 0.05, the strength o f the 
synapse from any place cell onto the inhibitory neuron y  to 0.04, and the synaptic 
strength o f the negative feedback J  to 0.123. All the simulations were done in
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MATLAB 7.1, using differential equation solver iode45’. This takes the initial state 
o f all the firing rates, a constant running speed (V = 5) and orientation ( 0  = 0; i.e., 
along the track), the (constant) connection weight values, and iterates equation 4.16, 
determining which time points to the sample itself. Note that these parameter values 
were chosen to illustrate the model’s behaviour -  the dependence of behaviour on 
parameter values is explored more systematically in the more complete place cell- 
grid cell model (later).
When simulated without any external input, the model generates a stable activity 
profile o f a Gaussian shape (Figure 21). This activity profile can be sustained 
indefinitely without any external inputs (although may move around a little bit if the 
firing is noisy), which is in agreement with the persistence o f place cell activities in 
total darkness (although some people think that persistent firing depends on odor 
cues, see Save, Nerad, Poucet, 2000). The activity bump position is updated by the 
model in accordance with the specified values o f speed and movement direction.
0 0
Figure 21. The Gaussian activity profile is kept stable without any external inputs.
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5.3.1 The shape of the Boundary Vector Cell inputs.
In order to simulate interactions o f visual inputs with the path integration mechanism, 
in situations similar to those studied by Gothard et al, we must specify the BVC input 
to place cells. Every place cell in our model is assumed to receive inputs from up to 
four orthogonally tuned BVCs, each o f which has directional tuning perpendicular to 
one o f  the up to four surrounding boundaries. In different simulations, we consider 
inputs from only one boundary (the one ahead o f the rat when running on a linear 
track, or all four walls when foraging freely in a rectangular box, see below). Each o f  
these BVC inputs to a place cell is assumed to have a preferred distance matching the 
distance from the centre o f  the place field to the boundary in the BVC’s preferred 
direction (in the standard, or familiar environment, i.e., before any deformation of the 
environment has taken place).
The position o f the place cell activity bump in the state space, representing the 
environment, is thus controlled by the sets o f  BVC inputs, each associated with a 
boundary in a specific direction. Each set o f  these inputs, or an “input profile”, is 
composed o f the individual inputs from all the BVCs tuned to that boundary.
In our modelling we assume these input profiles to have a Gaussian shape, with the 
mean o f the Gaussian relating to a boundary in a specific direction occurring at the 
current distance o f the rat from that boundary. The good thing about such a Gaussian 
shape is that even when two such profiles shift relative to each other (e.g., when the 
environmental boundaries are deformed), and thus misalign, their combined input (i.e. 
their sum) still remains focused and relatively symmetric, if the relative displacement 
is not too great (i.e. a reasonable overlap is preserved). And this is the case even if the 
two Gaussians considerably differ in magnitude and variance. We need the combined
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input profiles to stay relatively focussed, otherwise it will be impossible for visual 
inputs to control the position o f the place cell activity bump.
On the other hand, if  we assume Gaussian shape for individual BVC tuning curves, 
rather than for the overall input profile from a boundary, the resulting overall input 
profiles will not be Gaussian such that the sum o f two displaced input profiles will be 
less likely to control the position o f  the activity bump. Although in the case o f single 
place cells a Gaussian BVC curve may give a reasonable fit, as in O’Keefe and 
Burgess (1996), it does not work so well for a large group o f cells.
In order to reduce a number o f  parameters, and thus to make fitting easier, we 
assumed that the amplitude and variance o f  these Gaussian profiles vary linearly with 
the distance from the boundary to which a given BVC is tuned (corresponding to the 
decreasing influence o f more distant boundaries). The following linear equations gave 
a reasonably good fit to the stretching and squashing observed in the most recent 
experiment using four walls to form a variable shaped rectangular boundaiy (Barry et 
al., 2007; see Section 6.3.3 for simulations o f these data): A(d,) = 1.218 -  0.0042*/,; 
o(d,) = 21.5 + 0.1011*/,, where A is the amplitude, cris the standard deviation and */, 
is the mean o f a profile.
Then we decomposed a set o f  firing profiles, described by these equations and 
spanning 160m, into a set o f  tuning curves for individual BVCs distributed through 
that distance. The equation (5.4) for the shape of each individual BVCs response, as a 
function o f its preferred distance d, then was found to give a remarkably good fit to 
the overall profile, i.e. to provide the description of how the shape o f BVC curves 
changes with the tuning distance:
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h,(x)=A(dl)exp - ( * - 4)2
2 ( a ( d , ) + a ( x - d t) f
(5.4)
where a = 0.1086. Both A and cr vary linearly with preferred distances o f BVCs: 
aid,) = 21.5 + 0.1011 dh while A(d,) = (1.218 -  0.0042d,) for the simulations o f free 
foraging in rectangular boxes (see above and Section 6.3.3 below).
The tuning curves o f our BVCs are similar to those proposed by Hartley et al (5.1), 
with the main difference being that the variance o f a particular (otherwise Gaussian) 
curve is not constant, but instead is a linear function of the distance from the peak of 
the curve. See Figure 22. This makes our curves skewed, so that the side oriented 
towards the boundary o f interest is steeper than the one oriented away. Such a shape 
seems to be physiologically plausible, since shorter distances are easier to estimate.
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Figure 22. The shape o f  the BVC tuning curves in the combined model. Note the 
slight asymmetry, as the variance increases linearly with the distance o f the rat from 
the boundary relative to the distance at which the BVC is tuned to fire maximally.
5.3.2 Simulation of the Gothard et al. (1996b) place cell experiment.
In Gothard et al.’s (1996b) experiment, there is a considerable difference between 
outbound and inbound journeys. In the case o f the outbound journey, a change in the 
box location results in a change o f  the starting rat position relative to the entire room. 
On its journey from the box, the rat presumably does not see the box. Although rats 
apparently have a field o f  view o f  330 degrees, the box is right behind the rat and is 
sufficiently small. And when the rat runs, it has to concentrate on the path in front o f  
it. This allows us to assume that inputs from BVCs tuned to the box are negligible 
compared to the ones coming from BVCs tuned in the opposite direction. In the case 
o f the inbound journey, the story is different, since the rat position in the room frame 
does not change, only one o f  the track boundaries changes its location. Therefore 
during inbound journeys the rat’s sensory input is mostly determined by the reference 
frame o f the end o f the track that it is moving from. And this difference between the 
two journey types is clearly seen in Gothard et al’s data, with the realignment on the 
inbound journeys taking place much later, in the vicinity of the box the rat is running 
towards. For these reasons, here we concentrate on modeling the outbound journey.
In this case we assume that the influence o f  BVCs tuned to the box is negligible, and 
therefore we can assign a weighting factor o f zero to their inputs. This allows us to 
reduce the model dependency on important parameters (i.e. weighting factors for 
input from either end o f the track), which we do not know. In the case o f the inbound 
journey, we would have to weigh inputs coming from both ends o f the track. In
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addition, no manipulations are made to boundaries on either side o f the track, so we 
also ignore any BVCs tuned to the lateral directions. Thus, hi in our model (4.16) 
represents an input to the place cell /' from the BVC i, which is tuned to the 
boundaries in front o f  the rat, and is given by (5.4). To make up for the reduced 
number o f BVCs, we triple the amplitude o f the BVCs tuned to the one direction 
considered so that: A(d,) = 3(1.218 -  0.0042*/,).
During simulations the initial starting position o f the rat was changed in such a way 
as to emulate the Gothard et al experiment. The behavior o f the model resembled in a 
number o f ways the behavior described by Gothard et al. Thus, during small 
mismatches, the activity bump was translated through intermediate positions until its 
location was in agreement with the external inputs provided by the BVCs tuned to the 
approaching end o f the track. The speed o f  translation depended on the mismatch 
magnitude, with larger mismatches resulting in more rapid translations (Figure 23, 
top). When the mismatch was large, the activity bump dissolved in its initial position 
and reappeared in a ‘correct’ one, in line with Gothard et al findings (Figure 23, 
bottom). For intermediate mismatches, a combination o f the two effects sometimes 
took place, which was also noted by Gothard et al. (1996b).
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Figure 23. Top: A rapid activity bump translation through intermediate stages in order 
to clarify a moderate mismatch between visual and path integration inputs. The bump 
elongation is due to a hysteresis effect caused by the rapidity of translation. Bottom: 
The activity bump ‘jumps’ through intermediate stages if the discrepancy between 
visual and path integration inputs is large.
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In order for the bump to make a jump to a new location, the difference in magnitude 
between the contradicting inputs needs to be sufficiently large. This is what happens 
when the mismatch becomes large, as in journey types 4 and 5 in Figure 20. Apart 
from the signal mismatch, the discrepancy between the current position o f the activity 
bump and that specified by the BVC input from the approaching end of the track also 
needs to be sufficiently large, otherwise even a strong BVC input will cause the bump 
to shift rapidly, rather than jump.
According to Gothard et al, the realignment process usually began with the rat 
approaching the midpoint between the box and the fixed reward site on the outbound 
journeys, and did not begin until the rat was within 10 -  15 cm o f the box on the 
inbound journeys. In my opinion, the large discrepancy between the two journeys 
appears to be due to the fact that the rats, apart from the two ends o f the track, also 
used other landmarks in the room to estimate their location on the track. In our 
simulations we assumed that there are no external inputs to the place cells other than 
from the BVCs tuned to the ends o f  the track. If we also accounted for the effect o f  
other landmarks on inputs to the place cells, we might be able to get the delay 
patterns similar to the ones observed experimentally. In that way our model could 
provide an explanation for the hysteresis type o f behavior of the place cells observed 
by Gothard et al, which they suggested was due to the fact that the path integration 
mechanism normally dominates the update process.
The issue o f time delay before the beginning of realignment was also addressed by 
Redish et al (2000). Following their experimental studies, they concluded that 
deterministic explanations o f  place cell firing as a consequence o f external cues are 
insufficient, and that temporal dynamics o f change from previous activity states needs
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to be taken into account. This is certainly true, though hardly can provide an 
explanation for the difference in delays between the outbound and inbound journeys.
Below are shown simulation results, generated by equations (4.16) and (5.4), for the 
original length o f the track (160cm: the length o f track used by Gothard et al., outside 
of the moveable starting box) and three equally spaced shortened versions: 134cm, 
107cm and 80cm (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Realignment o f the simulated place cell representation of location as track 
length varies. Plots show position on the track on the x axis and of the relevant place 
cells ordered by their location o f peak firing on the full length track on the y  axis. The 
11th place cell in columns 11-76 have peak firing locations evenly distributed along 
the full length track. The blue line shows where each of these place cells (labeled by 
its column number) has its peak firing location on the track. Left plot shows the full 
length track (160cm) and the next longest track configuration. Right plot shows the 
full length track and the two shortest track configurations. Note the smooth transition 
shown on the left and the 'jump' shown on the right.
The model shows gradual realignment o f the place cell representation o f location 
when the track is slightly shortened, and a sudden jump when the track is shortened
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significantly. See Figure 24. However, for the parameter values used above, the 
transition to the reference frame o f the box ahead of the rat occurs much earlier on the 
track than was seen by Gothard. This indicates that either the relative strength o f the 
input from BVCs is too high compared to the input received via recurrent 
connections, or weighted too much in favour o f the cues ahead of the rat, or that the 
time constant r o f the system is too short compared to the running speed V. However, 
rather than tuning the parameters o f this model further, I develop it into a model with 
the mechanism for PI explicitly separated from the place cells and their perceptual 
(BVC) inputs, given recent neurophysiological evidence for this arrangement. The 
issues o f the location o f discontinuous realignment o f the place cell representation, 
and its dependence on parameter values in the model are investigated in more detail 
in the context o f this later model, below.
6. Integration of environmental and self-motion 
information: a reciprocal interaction between 
Entorhinal grid cells and place cells?
Subsequent to the development o f  the continuous attractor models o f place cell firing, 
and to the start o f my own simulations, an experimental discovery was made which 
appears to provide a significant insight into the issues considered above. In this 
chapter we consider the implications o f  this discovery for the interaction o f path 
integrative and perceptual influences on the brain’s representation o f  self-location.
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That is, we consider how the work in the previous chapter should be updated in the 
light o f this discovery.
6.1 Entorhinal grid cells.
In 2005, Hafting and colleagues discovered a new type o f cell with a spatially- 
specific firing pattern in the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC), which they called grid 
cells. Each o f these cells fires in multiple locations in an environment, such that the 
locations can be perceived as nodes o f a regular grid o f equilateral triangles spanning 
the whole environment (Figure 25, left, middle). Neighbouring grid cells have been 
found to have the same grid spacing and orientation relative to the environment. Yet 
they all appeared to have different phases, such that the grid nodes o f one grid cell 
were shifted relative to the grid nodes o f  its neighbouring cell, suggesting that the 
whole environment was covered by the nodes o f  a local cell group with a common 
grid spacing and orientation (Figure 25, right). Each cell appears to preserve a shape 
and size o f its grid firing pattern unchanged throughout environments o f different 
shapes and sizes. At the same time the orientation o f the grid is controlled by 
polarizing visual landmarks in each environment, in the same way as the head- 
direction cells (Taube, 1998). As well as the orientation, the phase o f the grid also 
remains constant throughout multiple exposures to the same environment, and so is 
also probably anchored to external landmarks. The spacing and field sizes o f  the grid 
cells located more dorsally/ventrally in the mEC differ, gradually increasing with 
increasing depth from the postrhinal border.
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Figure 25. Left. Plots o f spike locations {red) along the rat’s trajectory {grey) o f three 
neighboring grid cells. Middle. Firing rate maps o f these three grid cells. Right.
Above: The spike locations o f the three cells shown in different colors {red, green and 
blue). Below: The locations o f peak firing rates for the three cells {labeled by 
numbers). Adapted from Hafting et al (2005).
6.2 Modeling the PI input to place cells via grid cells and the 
environmental input to grid cells via place cells.
6.2.1 The PI input to place cells via grid cells.
The fact that the grid cells preserve the shape and size of their grids despite removal 
of visual cues, suggests a path integration mechanism is responsible for maintenance 
of the grid structure. That the mEC is directly involved in path integration is also 
suggested by the disruption o f  return paths (Parron et al, 2004) and spatial search 
patterns (Steffenach, 2005) during navigation of rats with entorhinal lesions.
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Since, similar to the CA1 and CA3 areas o f the hippocampus, recurrent connections 
are also present in the mEC (Lingenhohl and Finch, 1991; Germroth et al, 1991; 
Dhillon and Jones, 2000), it is reasonable to suggest that a grid-cell-based path 
integration mechanism would be similar to the one proposed above which is based on 
recurrent connections between the place cells. Hafting et al. (2005) also point out that 
the mEC receives direct inputs from the head-direction cells o f the postsubiculum, 
having in this respect an anatomical advantage over the place cells which do not.
At the same time, according to Hafting et al (2005), the fact that neighbouring grid 
cells have constant spacing, field size and orientation of grids, as well as variable grid 
phasing, suggests that conjunctions o f active neurons are repeated periodically as the 
rat moves over a surface. The basic operation o f such grid-cell-based path integrating 
mechanism is explained in Figure 26, adapted from O’Keefe and Burgess (2005).
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Figure 26. Schematic o f grid-cell-based path integration mechanism (for simplicity 
demonstrated using a cluster o f just nine grid cells). A) Connections between grid 
cells that have aligned grid-like firing patterns with conjunctive phases (see b). The 
connections from one cell (black in the middle) are shown with black arrows. The cell 
has connections to each o f its neighbours that are modulated by inputs from head 
direction cells (grey lines), each o f  which is tuned to one o f the six directions from 
the central cell to its neighbours. The modulation can take place at the level o f target 
neuron dendrites, or at the level o f the grid cell providing the shifting input, which in 
this case would be a grid by head-direction cell (by analogy with the place by head- 
direction cells). A modulation by the rat’s speed is also required analogous to the first 
model. B) The locations o f peak firing o f the grid cells from a, as well as two 
additional ones (for full coverage), are shown. The grey arrow shows the direction o f  
rat’s movement. C) Top row: An activity bump shifting through the population of  
topologically organized place cells when the rat moves as shown in B. Bottom row: 
Activity propagating through the nine grid cells whose firing patterns are shown in b 
(firing rate o f each cell is shown by a bar above it). These nine cells are repeatedly 
used to provide path integration along any trajectory in any environment.
Thus, as can be seen, the proposed grid-cell-based mechanism of path integration is 
similar to the place-cell-based one, with the difference that a particular grid cell 
receives inputs from six surrounding grid cells, modulated by the rat’s movement 
direction, instead o f four in the case o f  place cells. The number of cells is also limited 
(with n=9 being the smallest possible number), and the cells are cyclically organized 
providing a number o f path integration circuits. Similar proposed mechanisms have 
recently been implemented and shown to be sufficient to provide a path integration 
signal (Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006). However, while
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acknowledging the need for perceptual inputs from the environment to stabilize the 
grid cell firing patterns, these previous studies did not attempt to describe or simulate 
these inputs, or their interaction with path integration, in any detail.
Since grid cells fire in multiple locations in the environment, the grid-cell-based path 
integration mechanism by itself is insufficient to allow navigation to specific 
previously visited locations. The place cell activity, on the other hand, can enable 
accomplishment o f such a task (e.g. Burgess et al, 1994). Therefore it is reasonable to 
suggest that the grid cells provide driving inputs to the place cells. A particular place 
cell in such a set up would receive connections from all the grid cells, with various 
grid orientations and spacing, that happen to be active near to the place field in a 
particular environment. The connection weights could be a Gaussian function of the 
preferred locations o f the place and grid cells, similar to the recurrent connections 
between the place cells (Eq. 4.9). The combined input from all the grid cells 
connected to a particular place cell will be maximal at the centre o f the place field and 
will decay with increasing distance from it, since the inputs from grids o f  different 
orientations and scale will no longer converge (see Figure 27, adapted from O’Keefe 
and Burgess (2005)).
6.2.2 The environmental input to grid cells via place cells.
Place cells, in turn, are also expected to provide inputs to grid cells, based on similar 
principles, i.e. the connection strength being a Gaussian function o f the preferred 
locations o f the grid and place cells (Eq. 4.9). This is needed in order to anchor the 
grid-like responses o f grid cells to the environment. This cannot be achieved by 
providing sensory inputs, e.g. from the BVCs, directly to grid cells, since their
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responses are not tied up to one specific location in the environment like those o f  
place cells. But what cannot be done directly, can be done via place cells, since each 
grid cell is expected to be linked to all those place cells with which it happened to fire 
in the same place during initial exposures to the environment (Figure 27). These same 
connections, i.e. from a place cell to neighbouring (in the state space) grid cells, also 
serve the purpose o f registering together different clusters of grid cells, each having a 
specific grid orientation and spacing. This is needed in order to maintain a stable 
relationship between them, and cannot be achieved by connecting those clusters 
directly since grid cells fire in multiple locations in an environment, so that the firing 
o f 2 grid cells from different clusters might only overlap at a single location.
Figure 27. The schematic shows how sets o f grid cells with different orientations o f  
their grid-like firing patterns would allow place-cell-based navigation. Inputs from 
place cells to grid cells provide means o f registering the grid cell firing patterns to 
external landmarks and to each other. Note that the different orientations o f grid
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shown here have not been found -  grid orientations seem to be constant within a rat 
(Barry et al., 2007).
6.2.3 The grid cell -  place cell model.
In order to model the behavior o f the navigation system based on the reciprocal 
interactions between place cells and grid cells, we assume that inputs to place cells 
are provided by three sets o f grid cells, all with the same grid orientation, but 
different grid scaling and 441 cells in each.
The proposed system is represented by the following set o f equations:
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Here r(gx)t, r(g2), and r(g3), are the firing rates o f the grid cell / from the first, second 
and third sets o f  grid cells correspondingly, whereas r(p), is the firing rate o f the place 
cell /'. Wi.j is the weight o f  the recurrent connection from the grid/place cell j  to the 
grid/place cell /, given by (4.9). Pl.J is the connection weight from the place cell j  to 
the grid cell i and G,.j is the connection weight from the grid cell j  to the place cell /, 
both determined according to (4.9). a is the weight o f the connection onto the grid 
cell i from the grid cell r(gn)D, where n is the set number and D gives the direction in 
which the cell are located from the cell i (the direction is determined relative to the 
axes o f grid patterns generated by the set o f grid cells), y represents the strength of  
synapse from any grid/place cell onto a global inhibitory neuron for that set of 
grid/place cells, and J  is the synaptic strength o f the negative feedback from it. V is 
the speed and 6  is the direction o f  the rat’s movement. ht is the external input to the 
place cell i. Function O describes the responses o f head-direction cells in the 
following way:
O (j0 -0 '|)  =
2cos(j# -  6'\ + 30°)
\e -  6'\ < 60°
(6.2)
otherwise
where O’ is a preferred angle o f  a particular head-direction cell and 9  is an angle o f  
rat’s head direction. The equation (6.2) provides the form of the directional 
modulation o f the inputs to each grid cell from its six neighbours necessary to 
perform path integration correctly. That is, this function describes the amplitude 
modulation required for the sum o f  the translation vectors produced by cell’s 
neighbours (in the hexagonal grid) to equal the rat’s actual translation.
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6.3 Simulation of Gothard et al (1996b) place cells and Barry 
et al (2007) grid cells.
6.3.1 Simulation of the Gothard et al (1996b) place cell experiment
We simulate the grid cell - place model, given by equations (6.1), (6.2) and (5.4), in 
the situation o f the Gothard et al. (1996b) experiments, in the same way as was done 
for the place cell model given by equation (4.16) in Chapter 5. Similarly, we use a 
86x21 sheet o f recurrently interconnected place cells that covers the full length o f the 
track, such that the beginning o f  the track corresponds to the column 11 o f the place 
cell sheet, and the end o f the track to the column 76 o f  the sheet. Thus, at the start, the 
population activity bump o f  place cells is centered at the place cell which occupies 
11th position in the sheet, both horizontally and vertically. Again, only BVCs tuned to 
respond in the direction ahead o f  the rat are considered, and their amplitude is given 
by A(d,) = 3(1.218 -  0.0042d,), as in section 5.3.2.
In addition to the place calls, and playing the same role as the asymmetric 
connections between them in the model in chapter 5, we also simulate three sets o f  
441 grid cells, each recurrently interconnected in the way that would result via 
Hebbian learning from the hexagonal topology of multiple firing fields o f  individual 
cells, see equation 6.1. All three sets have the same grid orientation, but different 
scaling, in accordance with recent physiological data (Barry et al., 2007). The grid 
scale o f the medium set is 0.7188 o f  the large one, and the grid scale o f  the small set 
is 0.7188 o f the medium one. The standard deviations o f the individual firing fields o f  
at the vertices o f  their grids scale accordingly, which also appears to be consistent 
with physiological data, and are as follows: 5cm, 7cm and 9.65cm.
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Each set o f grid cells makes synaptic projections onto the sheet o f place cells, with 
the synaptic strengths given by a Gaussian function of the preferred locations o f the 
grid and place cells in question. The variance o f the Gaussian is equal to the average 
o f the variances o f the place and grid cell firing fields, and the peak value is equal to 
2. In return, each set o f grid cells receives synaptic connections from the place cells, 
which are described by the Gaussian with the same variance, but with the peak value 
equal to 6.
In addition to setting the strengths o f  these connections, a further assumption was 
made regarding synaptic transmission between the two layers: that only high firing 
rates propagated through these connections. Thus only firing rates exceeding a 
threshold r  propagated between place cells and grid cells, where r = r ^  -  6. The 
reason for this was to make sure the input between layers was spatially specific -  i.e. 
only firing from the centres o f the firing fields o f place cells or grid cells should 
influence the representation in the other layer. There is some physiological evidence 
to support the idea that only spikes fired during periods o f high-firing rate (“bursts” 
o f spikes) are reliably transmitted by synapses in the hippocampal region (see 
Lisman, 1997, for a review).
As in the place cell only simulation in section 5.3.2, ht in (6.1) represents the input 
solely from BVC inputs tuned to the boundary in front o f the rat, given by (5.4), but 
is now increased by a factor 1.5 compared to the previous simulation, i.e. A(di) = 
4.5(1.218 -  0.00424)* The direction o f  the agent’s movement 6 = 0 and the speed V=  
8 across all trials. The time constant x is set to 0.05, the strength o f  the synapse from 
any place cell onto the inhibitory neuron y  to 0.04, and the synaptic strength o f the 
negative feedback J  to 0.123, as in the place cell only simulation, above. All the 
simulations are done in MATLAB 7.1, using differential equation solver ‘ode45\
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The model showed a behavior similar to the behavior o f the first place-cell only 
model. The main difference was that this model required a stronger net external input 
for the activity bump to jump, making it start jumping further along the shortened 
track o f the same length, when the mismatch signal was stronger than in the case o f 
the first model. Correspondingly, the minimal length o f  the shortened track on which 
the jump occurred was smaller in the case o f  the second model. This is not surprising, 
since inputs from the three sets o f  grid cells are holding the bump in its original 
position. Therefore, in order for the bump to jump, the net external input to the place 
cells has to be stronger than the combined input from the three sets o f grid cells.
On longer tracks the realignment was achieved via the bump translating through 
intermediate stages in the state space, with the speed o f the translation increasing with 
the magnitude o f  the mismatch. When the place cell activity bump shifted due to 
external inputs, it dragged along the three grid cell activity bumps. On the other hand, 
when the bump jumped, it either caused the grid cell bumps to jump with it, or just 
shifted them until they aligned with its new location. Whether the former or the latter 
took place, depended, apart from the magnitude o f the mismatch, on the strength o f  
the connections from the place cells onto the grid cells. If the connections are 
comparatively weak, then the strength o f  place cell inputs is insufficient for the grid 
cell bumps to jump. Instead, they are translated through the intermediate stages with 
the speed increasing with the connection strength. When the latter become 
sufficiently strong, the grid cell activity bumps start to jump, with some initial delay 
after the jumping o f place cell activity bump (Figure 28). The delay is needed to build 
up the place cell activity bump in its new position and thus to build up the strength of
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the inputs to the grid cells. This time delay, again, decreases with the increasing 
strength o f connections from place cells onto grid cells.
Figure 28. External inputs cause a realignment o f place cell activity via activity bump 
jumping {left), which is followed, after some time delay, by jumping o f the grid cell 
activity bump (shown for one set o f  grid cells, right).
Figure 29, below, shows simulation results, generated by (6.1), (6.2) and (5.4), for the 
original length o f the track (160cm) and three equally spaced shortened versions: 
134cm, 107cm and 80cm.
100 120 140 160 iao100 120 140 160 180
Figure 29. Realignment o f the simulated place cell representation o f  location as track 
length varies in the combined grid cell-place cell model. Plots show position on the 
track on the x axis and place cells ordered by their location o f peak firing on the full 
length track on they axis. The blue line shows where each cell has its peak firing
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location. Left plot shows the full length track (160cm) and the next longest track 
configuration. Right plot shows the full length track and the two shortest track 
configurations. Note the smooth transition shown on the left and the 'jump' shown on 
the right.
As with the place cell only model, the combined grid cell - place cell model shows 
gradual realignment o f the place cell representation o f location when the track is 
slightly shortened, and a sudden jump when the track is shortened significantly. See 
Figure 29. The most notable difference, though, is that the realignment happens much 
later on the track than in the case o f  the place cell model, even though for this model 
we increased A, the amplitude o f  the sensory input -  BVCs from ahead o f  the rat, in 
(5.4) by a factor o f 1.5 . When the track is slightly shortened, in the beginning o f the 
journey the activity bump behavior appears to be dominated by the PI inputs, and 
then, closer to the middle o f the track, visual inputs start playing a more prominent 
role. The realignment gets completed when the rat is already deep into the second half 
o f the track. On the other hand, the place cell model, when on the same shortened 
track, does not show a strong path integration influence even in the beginning o f  the 
journey, and completes the realignment process while still in the first half o f  the 
journey. This provides stark contrast to the Gothard et al. (1996b) data, in which on 
longer tracks path integration appears to be dominant in the first half o f  the journey. 
On the two shorter tracks the path integration also demonstrates a strong influence in 
the first half o f the journey, contrary to the previous model, albeit that the place cell 
firing profile o f the representative rat A appears to jump before the mid-point (see 
Figure 20).
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6.3.2 More detailed simulation of Gothard et al (1996b).
After detailed analysis o f the results o f  the model simulations, it was found that on 
the two shortest tracks the place cell activity bump was continuously changing in 
height in an oscillatory manner, up to the point o f a jump (but not after the jump). The 
amplitude o f those oscillations was quite large, and as a result large oscillations 
appeared in place fields o f individual cells, thus corrupting them. Especially the cells 
that are active in the central region o f  the track were affected. Analyzing the behavior 
o f the model, we found that, when mismatched visual inputs generated a second, 
smaller, activity bump in front o f  the first one on the place cell layer, this activity 
propagated further down to the layer o f  grid cells via place cell -  grid cell 
connections, thus intervening with their operation.
In order to stop propagation o f  visual inputs to the grid cells, we raised the firing rate 
threshold, which place cells need to exceed in order to provide inputs to grid cells, to: 
r = rmax -  4, where t w  is the highest place cell firing rate at a particular time (the 
firing threshold for the grid cell to place cell connections remained at r  = rmax -  6). In 
order to compensate for this input reduction, we increased the maximum value o f  the 
corresponding place cell -  grid cell connection weights from 6 to 10. Other model 
parameters have not been changed, with the exception o f the strength o f  connections 
from grid to place cells (G, below). This we systematically varied across different 
track lengths in order to investigate its influence on the behavior o f  the model. As we 
have seen from the two previous simulations, its presence or absence makes a big 
difference to the behavior o f  the model.
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Figure 30 shows results o f the simulation o f the modified grid cell -  place cell model, 
performed, like in the Gothard et al. (1996b) experiment, on five different track 
lengths - varying from 160 to 80cm in steps of 20cm.
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Figure 30. Realignment o f the simulated place cell representation o f  location as track 
length varies in the combined grid cell-place cell model. Plots show position on the 
track on the x axis and the relevant place cells ordered by their location o f peak firing 
on the full length track (160cm) on the y  axis. The 11th place cell in columns 11-76 
have firing peaks evenly distributed along the track, and these are shown against their 
column number (see also Figures 24 and 29). Each blue graph represents a particular 
simulation and shows where each cell has its peak firing location in that simulation. 
The straight blue line in each plot represents, for reference purposes, ideal peak firing 
locations of the place cells on the full length track. The plots show how the behaviour 
o f the model changes when the strength o f projections from grid to place cells, and
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also the track length, are varied. Top Left) track length / = 140cm; projection strength 
G = 2.1; Top Right) / = 120cm; G = 1.5, 2.1. Bottom Left:/ = 100cm; G = 2.1, 2.5, 
2.8; Bottom Right: /=  80cm; G = 2.1, 2.5, 2.8
As can be seen from the Figure 30, one particular value for the strength of  
connections from grid to place cells (G = 2.1), the connections providing the path 
integration input to place cells, is present in all four plots. The model’s behaviour 
with this parameter value provides a qualitative fit to the behaviour o f place cells 
shown by rat A during outbound journeys in Gothard et al.’s (1996b) experiment (see 
Figure 20), across all the track lengths.
On the longest o f the shortened tracks (140cm long) the place cell activity bump 
propagates according to path integration inputs past the midpoint o f the track, after 
which, as the rat approaches the end o f  the track, visual inputs start to dominate, 
causing bump realignment, such that the place cells which fire at the end o f  the full 
length track (those in column 76) fire when the rat reaches the end o f  the shortened 
track.
On the second longest o f the shortened tracks (120cm long), the path integration input 
(with G = 2.1) also manages to drive the bump past the midpoint (i.e. the pattern o f  
place cell firing remains locked to the distance travelled from the starting box rather 
than the distance to the end ahead o f  the rat until after halfway down the track). Soon 
after the mid-point o f the track, since this track is shorter than the previous one, 
strong sensory inputs coupled with a large mismatch between internal representation 
and external information, generate quite a rapid realignment o f  the activity profile. 
Notably, similar rapid continuous realignment of the activity profile o f Gothard et al’s
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rat A takes place on the shortened track o f similar length, and not on any other one, 
like in our simulations. However, in our case the phase o f rapid realignment did not 
last sufficiently long for complete realignment o f the place cells firing pattern to the 
reference frame o f the track ahead. Thus place cells in columns 71-76 had not fired by 
the time the rat reached the end o f  the track. The sensory inputs near to the end o f the 
track have higher amplitude than those near the middle (see BVC tuning curves,
Figure 22). Thus it maybe that either the connections from place cells to grid cells 
should be strengthened, or the firing rate threshold for synaptic transmission should 
be reduced, so that sensory inputs near the end o f the track can force the grid cell 
representation to realign more quickly, via their effect on place cell firing. The second 
line in the plot demonstrates that, if  path integration inputs are not sufficiently strong 
(G = 1.5 here), in principle the realignment may begin long before the midpoint o f the 
track, even right in the beginning.
On the third longest o f the shortened tracks (100cm long), simulations with G -  2.1 
show a discontinuous jump in the place cell activity profile occurring in the first half 
o f the track. Parameter values G -  2.5 and G = 2.8 also were tested, showing that the 
greater the influence o f  path integration on place cell firing (i.e., the higher the G 
value was), the latter along the track the jump happened. For example, with G = 2.1, 
the jump happened at 1/3 o f  the track length, whereas with G = 2.5 soon after the 
midpoint, and with G = 2.8 already near the end of the track. This is not surprising, 
since the stronger are the PI inputs, the stronger BVC inputs are required in order to 
shift the bump. And the stronger ones are those tuned to shorter distances.
On the fourth longest o f shortened tracks the same three values o f  G (21, 2.5, 2.8) 
were simulated. Like on the previous track, the activity realignment took place via a
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discontinuous jump o f  the activity bump for all three Gs, with the jump occurring 
later on the track the stronger the value o f  G (i.e., the greater the influence o f path 
integration on place cell firing). On this track length (80cm) all three jumped 
significantly earlier than on the 100cm track. This could be explained by the fact that 
the position o f the jump relative to the boundary in front was approximately the same 
as on the 100cm track. This is because it is the boundary in front, not the one behind, 
which explains the behaviour o f the model, since this is the boundary that generates 
BVC inputs to the place cells in our model which cause the deviation from the pure 
effects o f  path integration.
Interestingly enough, qualitatively similar behaviour o f  the activity profile o f the 
place cells was recorded in Gothard et al.’s representative rat A during outbound 
journeys. Thus, on the two least-severely shortened tracks (140 cm and 120 cm), the 
activity profile re-aligns smoothly from the reference frame o f the box to that o f the 
end o f the track to which the rat is running, and does so after the midpoint o f  the 
track. Equally, on the more severely shortened tracks (100cm and 80cm) the activity 
profile “jumps” discontinuously from the reference frame o f the box to that o f  the rest 
o f the track. The activity profile in the experimental data also appears to make the 
jump during the first half o f the more severely shortened tracks, see Figure 20. In 
general, whether the bump shifts or jumps during the realignment, is determined by 
the magnitude o f the mismatch between the internal representation and external 
sensory inputs. The place cells have symmetrical recurrent connection which allows 
only one stable activity bump at a time. When the second bump appears due to strong 
sensory inputs, the first either dissolves, if  the distance between the two is too large, 
or ‘flows’ into the new one, if  the two are sufficiently close to link up.
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Figure 31. Firing profiles o f four outbound-selective cells (1, 2, 3, 4) shown for all 
five lengths o f outbound journey (running direction is indicated by the arrow). The 
horizontal lines represent the track, and the small rectangles represent the box. Cell 1 
fired immediately after the rat exited the box, cell 2 fired farther away from the box, 
cell 3 fired approximately halfway between the box and the end o f the track and cell 4 
fired close to the end o f the trackl. Adapted from Gothard et al., (1996b).
As can be seen from Figure 31, the firing field o f cell 2 shrank progressively as the 
box moved closer to the end o f  the track. The firing rate o f this cell was very low on 
box4-out trials and vanished on box5-out trials. Cell 3 showed decreased firing rate 
on box3-out trials and did not fire on box4-out and box5-out trials. Cells 1 and 4, 
which fired near the ends o f the track, did not show such modulation o f firing rate and 
firing field size with track length.
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Figure 32. Firing profiles o f four illustrative simulated place cells shown for four out 
of five lengths o f outbound journey (the familiar 160cm track, 120cm, 100cm, 80cm). 
The top row corresponds to the full length track, the second from the top to the 
second longest of the shortened tracks, the second from bottom to the second shortest 
track and the bottom row to the shortest track. The first cell (left column) fired soon 
after the journey start, the fourth cell fired not far from the end o f the track (right 
column), and the firing locations o f  second and third cells are approximately equally 
spaced between the locations o f  the first and the fourth ones (middle columns).
The plots o f simulated place cell firing fields on the different track lengths 
qualitatively resemble those o f  Gothard et al. (1996b). The firing fields centred 
towards the start and end o f  the track (Figure 32, left and right columns respectively) 
maintain their location relative to the nearest end of the track across the different 
track lengths. On the shortest track, the firing field near the start o f the track (Figure
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32, left column) overlaps the point at which the discontinuous realignment o f firing 
takes place (Figure 30) -  resulting in curtailment o f the right hand side o f the firing 
field. A similar behaviour is seen in Gothard et al’s experiment, where the firing rate 
o f cell 2, active close to the discontinuous realignment point on box4-out trial, is 
strongly reduced. Some reduction in firing can also be seen in the firing field near to 
the end o f the track (Figure 32, right column) on the second longest o f shortened 
tracks, which is due to the incomplete realignment on this track (see Figure 30). A 
similar but larger decrease in firing rate is seen on this track for the field centred just 
after the mid-point (Figure 32, right-middle) -  reduced firing corresponding to the 
point o f the continuous realignment o f  place cell firing. In Gothard et al’s experiment, 
the cell 3 that also fired during the rapid continuous realignment on the same type o f  
track, demonstrates a substantial decrease in firing rate as well.
The firing field centred just before the middle o f the track shows the greatest changes 
in firing rate as the track progressively shrinks (Figure 32, left-middle column). This 
firing field completely overlaps the point o f place cell realignment on the shortest two 
tracks. As the realignment happens this cell ceases firing -  it is one o f  those cells that 
were skipped during the discontinuous realignment. The rapid re-appearance o f  the 
bump o f place cell activity following discontinuous realignment can be seen in the 
firing field centred just after the mid-point o f the track (Figure 32, right-middle) -  the 
firing field on the shortest track has a sharp cut off at the left side , which is due to the 
near instantaneous bump appearance in this location.
One aspect o f the simulated place cell firing fields not seen in the examples shown by 
Gothard et al. is that o f a cell whose firing is reduced on the second longest o f  
shortened tracks but which recovers on the shorter tracks (Figure 32, right-middle
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column). This can happen in the simulations because the realignment point occurs 
later (past the midpoint) on the longer tracks - affecting the firing of place fields 
centred there, but occurs earlier (before the midpoint) on the shortest tracks, allowing 
firing fields located past the midpoint to fire normally. Although the experimental 
data shows a similar tendency for early realignment on shorter tracks, it is not clear 
whether the same reduction and recovery o f  firing is seen in experimental data from 
individual trials. The Gothard et al’s cell 3 fires earlier on the full length track 
(around the midpoint) than our cell 3 does, and the cell in our simulations that fires at 
the same location on the full track as the Gothard et al’s cell3, ceases firing on the 
two shortest tracks as well. On the other hand, the figures shown by Gothard et al. 
(1996b) average the data over several runs, so that such effects would be obscured by 
any run-by-run variability in the realignment point.
The observed tendency for the realignment point to shift earlier on shorter tracks (in 
simulation and experiment) is in apparent contradiction to the observation o f  Redish 
et al. (2000) -  that the realignment point tends to occur a fixed time after the start o f  a 
run, rather than a fixed distance. However, it is also true that rats run faster on longer 
tracks than on shorter ones (which is not simulated here). This leaves scope for either 
interpretation to be true, and indicates that further investigation is required for 
resolution o f this point.
What happens to the grid cells during the place cell realignment? This experiment 
(recording grid cells in the situation o f  Gothard et al, 1996b) has not yet been 
performed, to our knowledge. However the model presented here makes a clear 
prediction: because we assume that place cell firing is used to reset the otherwise 
path-integration driven firing o f  grid cells. Thus, there should be a smooth
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compression of the grid in the region o f the smooth realignment of place cell firing on 
the slightly shortened tracks, and a significant disruption or discontinuity in firing of  
grid cells in the location o f  the abrupt realignment o f place cell firing on the shortest 
tracks.
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Figure 33. Firing fields o f three simulated grid cells from the three sets with different 
sizes in the model. Each plot corresponds to a simulation on the track length shown 
above the plot, with the same cells shown in the same rows in each plot. Smooth 
distortion o f the grids is seen on the 140cm track (cf. location of final bump in each 
grid with the 160cm track). The same effect is seen on the 120cm track, but with 
some changes in peak firing rate also. The shortest tracks, on which the place cell 
representation shows discontinuous realignment (see Figure 30) show clear 
discontinuities in grid cell firing at the location o f  place cell realignment -  indicating 
a clear effect on the grid cells o f the place cell realignment.
Figure 33 shows simulation o f three grid cells, one from each set o f different size 
grids in the model. On the 140 cm track, it is possible to see from the plot that a 
gradual realignment takes place on the second half o f the track, with the realignment 
close to completion by the end o f  the track. The distance between two neighbouring 
peaks gets shorter and individual fields get narrower, i.e. spatial frequency o f  firing 
increases. On the 120 cm track, it is also possible to see that the rapid realignment 
takes place in the second half. During the rapid realignment, when there is decrease in 
place cell firing rates, there is simultaneous increase in corresponding grid cell firing 
rates. On the two shortest tracks, grid cell activities jump to a new location soon after 
the place cell activity jump. As can be seen from the figure, the jumping in all three 
sets o f grid cells happens at the same location, i.e., around the time o f the place cell 
activity jump.
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These results provide a clear experimental prediction of the model, although the 
problems o f averaging experimental data trial-by-trial, when the location o f place cell 
realignment may vary from trial to trial will need to be bome in mind.
6.3.3 Simulation of the Barry et al. (2007) grid cell experiment
An interesting experiment, involving recordings from grid cells, was recently 
performed by Barry et al (2007). During the experiment they changed the shape and 
size o f an environment in a way similar to the experimental studies o f  O’Keefe and 
Burgess (1996), while recording grid cell responses. When the original environment 
was compressed, a partial compression o f  grid-like firing patterns o f grid cells 
occurred. See Figure 34.
Figure 34. Examples o f the deformation o f  the grid-like firing pattern o f an entorhinal 
grid cell when the familiar environment for the rat (Trials 1 and 5: square box above, 
rectangular box, below) is changed in size and shape (Trials 2-4). The grid squashes 
(above and below), or stretches (below) by approximately 50% o f the change in the 
size o f the environment, although the initial amount o f squashing is nearer to 80% 
and reduced with repeated exposure to the manipulation. Adapted from (Barry et al., 
2007).
We attempted to simulate these experiments with our model, using the same 
parameters as above, but this time allowing the 'rat' to move randomly within a 
rectangular environment. A constant speed o f  movement was used, with direction 
varying smoothly from one time-step to the next. The connections between BVCs and 
place cells, place cells and grid cells and between grid cells were configured for a 
square environment, modelling the familiar environment in the experiments o f  Barry 
et al. (2007) shown in top half o f  Figure 34.
Some differences in our simulations are required by the different behavioural 
situation o f slow freely-moving foraging within a box compared to repeated runs on a 
linear track (a speed o f  V =  2 was used). We assumed that visual inputs dominate in 
this case, not least because the rat regularly stops to eat the randomly scattered food 
rewards (on a linear track these are placed at the end o f each run). And the 
realignment in accordance with visual inputs should happen every time the rat stops, 
which it does regularly, while foraging. In addition, we assume that the rat is equally 
aware o f the distances to all four walls making up the box, so that each place cell gets 
input from BVCs tuned to all four directions perpendicular to the box walls.
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Since place cells get inputs from BVC inputs from all four walls in these simulations, 
the amplitude o f each is simply A(d,) -  1.218 -  0.0042d» see Section 5.3.1. In 
addition, we assume that the four inputs are summed and then threshold at the level o f  
place cell synapses, so as to get rid o f  the ridges associated with each BVC leaving 
only firing generated by the overlap o f  more than one BVC, thus giving a relatively 
localised sensory input to the place cells. Since the threshold level is high (at 0.4 
below maximum summed firing rate found in the box), this threshold input is then 
amplified by a factor o f 12.
Our interpretation that visual resetting o f  grids dominates the influence o f path 
integration during free foraging is supported by the following observation. If path 
integration has an effect comparable to the BVC induced resetting, we would expect 
individual grid nodes shifting according to the direction in which the rat had most 
recently run -  maintaining the distance from the wall behind the rat. In time-averaged 
data, firing fields in the middle o f  the box would appear blurry or stretched out. Yet 
we do not see anything like this in the data. On the contrary, not that much blurring o f  
individual nodes is observed, they appear to be pretty localised. Specifically, the 
nodes, associated with the centre o f  the environment typically preserve their central 
position across various box configurations.
Each time the rat stops, our model resets itself in accordance with visual inputs, thus 
allowing for correction o f accumulated error. Also, if  some error accumulated along a 
particular direction o f rat movement, it will get corrected when the rat changes its 
direction to an orthogonal one, since now there is no path integration influence 
opposing the influence o f the external inputs on the location o f activity along the 
earlier direction. While foraging inside the box, the rat turns regularly, and therefore
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path integration inputs may only be dominant for a very short time span. The stronger 
are the visual inputs that place cells receive, the higher is their firing rate and thus the 
inputs they provide to grid cells, allowing them to have stronger control over grid 
cells. If for some reasons visual inputs degrade, path integration will start to play a 
more important role in the firing o f  both grid cells, and also o f place cells via their 
input from grid cells.
Figures 35 and 36 below show illustrative examples o f the firing o f place cells and 
grid cells in the simulation o f the Barry et al. (2007) experiment. As we discussed 
above, the main effect is a smooth stretching and squashing o f the firing patterns o f 
both place cells and grid cells in response to the stretching or squashing o f the 
environment. When the box width was reduced to 70% o f its width in the familiar 
square configuration, the width o f  the grids (i.e., distance between grid nodes in that 
direction) reduced to 83% o f  their size in the familiar square environment, i.e. a 
reduction o f 57% o f  the reduction o f  box. When the box was expanded to 143% o f its 
width in the familiar square configuration, the grids expanded to 124% o f  their width 
in the familiar square environment, i.e. an expansion o f 56% o f the expansion o f  the 
box. This is a good qualitative match to the experimentally observed 49% o f  the 
environmental deformation (Barry et al., 2007). No discontinuous changes in firing 
were seen, in contrast to those seen in Gothard et al.’s run-by-run deformation o f  a 
linear track. I consider the causes o f  the reduction in grid cell deformation with 
repeated experience o f the shape manipulation, seen in the experiment but not 
simulated in the model, in the General discussion chapter.
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Figure 35. Examples o f simulated place cells in the combined model, with place 
fields near to the edge (above) or centre o f  the environment (below). The square 
environment is 'familiar' in the sense that the models connections were set up to be 
consistent with this environment. The place fields squash and stretch with the 
deformation o f the environment, emulating the behaviour seen by O'Keefe and 
Burgess (1996).
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Figure 36. Examples o f simulated grid cells in the combined model (small scale grid 
above; medium scale middle; large scale below). The square environment is 'familiar' 
in the sense that the models connections were set up to be consistent with this 
environment. The grid-like firing patterns squash and stretch with the deformation of 
the environment, emulating the behaviour seen by Barry et al (2007).
6.4 Modeling place cells and grid cells: interim conclusions.
I have shown, by simulation, that a combined place cell - grid cell model
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o f the type proposed by O'Keefe and Burgess (2005) can be approximately consistent 
with the observed experimental data. Performing these simulations enabled many of 
the precise assumptions behind this proposal to be specified. I specifically noted that 
the shape o f the BVC input to place cells must be carefully chosen to be consistent 
with the operation o f the continuous attractor recurrent network implemented by the 
place cells. In addition, the relative strengths o f the recurrent connections and the 
connections between place cells and grid cells and those from BVCs to place cells 
directly affect the amount o f deformation in O'Keefe and Burgess (1996)/ Barry et al 
(2007) experiments and the time course o f realignment in Gothard et al (1996b) 
experiments. The model is able to make experimentally testable predictions. For 
example, it would be interesting to conduct an experiment in rats, similar to the one 
o f Gothard et al, but recording from grid cells as well as place cells. It would be 
interesting to see how the realignment o f  grid cell activity takes place. It should be 
possible to test whether the realignment is driven by a conflict in which perceptual 
input from ahead o f the rat eventually resets the path integrative mechanism 
implemented by the grid cells. If so, the initial realignment should occur amongst 
place cells, and earlier in some than others (as some may happen to have stronger 
BVC inputs from ahead than others), while the grid cell activity should realign later 
and coherently (the coherence ensured by their recurrent connectivity).
7. General discussion.
The use o f computational modeling has allowed us to further understand some of the 
neuronal mechanisms behind eye movement control, and how this mechanism can go
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wrong. I also used computational modeling to investigate the neural bases o f  
processing o f whole body motion relative to the external world. In both cases internal 
movement-related signals interact with external, perceptual, signals to determine 
position. On a more general level, it has become obvious that estimation o f location 
needs to take into account both motion-related and perceptual information. Using 
perceptual information alone would be effortful and slow -  having to observe the 
effects o f  motion so as to calibrate it. This would, for example, greatly restrict the 
speed o f  eye-movements. In addition, it would fail during any temporary absence o f 
stable perceptual landmarks. Equally, relying on motion related information alone 
would rapidly accumulate error which must be corrected by perceptual input.
In both the oculomotor system for eye movement and the hippocampal system for 
processing self-location, study o f the dynamics and stability o f attractor 
representations proved useful. Our proposed model o f the saccadic system is more 
physiologically plausible than the previous non-linear dynamics model by 
Broomhead et al (2000), and explicitly contains the pause cells. The model 
demonstrates that burst neurons with overlapping sigmoidal response functions do 
indeed show ‘on’ and ‘o f f  responses similar to the ones found experimentally (Van 
Gisbergen et al, 1981), when inhibited by the pause cells. By varying the strength o f  
the burst neurons’ inhibition by the pause cells and the strength o f the mutual 
inhibition between the burst cells, the model can generate the behavior observed in 
such clinical disorders as microsaccadic flutter and ocular flutter. However, it cannot 
simulate the whole frequency range o f  oscillations observed in microsaccadic flutter. 
Nevertheless, this problem can be resolved if inhibitory burst neurons are explicitly 
included in the model, which would make it even more physiologically realistic. 
Incorporating a pair o f inhibitory burst neurons in the current model to allow
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pathological o ff responses to be simulated would allow oscillations to develop 
directly through a Hopf bifurcation and also through a pitchfork bifurcation followed 
by a Hopf bifurcation. This would give rise to a system able to generate 
microsaccadic oscillations, as well as jerk nystagmus waveforms (Akman et al, 2005).
Moving on to the hippocampus, the initial self location model involved only place 
cells and perceptual (BVC) inputs to them in addition to recurrent connections 
between them. Neurophysiological findings during the course o f my work indicated a 
slightly different model, in which the place cells, with their BVC inputs, work in 
tandem with 'grid cells' in entorhinal cortex which provide the substrate for path 
integration via recurrent connectivity. The grid cell -  place cell model presented in 
this work is the first to properly integrate perception and motion inputs to place cell 
and grid cell firing. It allows investigation o f  the hypothesis that grid cells and place 
cells combine to represent the animal’s current location as a compromise between 
perceptual and path integrative information. The fact that the model reproduces well 
the firing rate data from the experiments o f Gothard et al (1996) and Barry et al 
(2007) supports the plausibility o f  the hypothesis. The model also makes neuronal 
firing predictions that could be tested in future animal studies in order to further 
verify the specific implementation o f  the hypothesis that we explored. In addition to 
neuron firing predictions, future work could also use the model to make predictions 
for behavioral studies, e.g. as Hartley, Trinkler and Burgess (2004) did in predicting 
search patterns in spatial memory using the perceptual-only BVC model o f place cell 
firing, but now also including grid cell-mediated path integration. Subsequently, if  the 
model proves to be correct, it could be used to design behavioral experiments for 
testing for the earliest stages o f  Alzheimer’s disease, which starts in the entorhinal 
cortex (Braak and Braak, 1991).
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Below I consider further the implications o f the ongoing development o f a model o f  
the hippocampal processing o f  self-motion. The combined grid cell -  place cell model 
seems to be an advance on the place cell only model, not only because grid cells 
actually exist and must serve some purpose, but also because it is easier to see how 
this system could arise from an unsupervised learning rule. This will be a promising 
area for future development o f the model, see below.
7.1 Future work: Plasticity/learning of connections, and 
remapping.
The analysis and simulations presented here involve pre-configured patterns o f  
connections. I did not address how these patterns arise, either during development or 
during experience o f a particular environment. Some authors assume that the basic 
connections supporting path integration are indeed pre-configured or "hard-wired," 
presumably by some developmental rather than genetic process (McNaughton et al.,
2006) which I return to in the General Discussion. However, it seems likely that at 
least the connections between place cells and grid cells are learned during the initial 
exposure to a novel environment. That is, connections will be formed between those 
place cells and grid cells which happen to fire in the same location on first exposure 
to an environment, presumably via some unsupervised Hebbian learning rule. In this 
way, an appropriate set o f  grid cells can provide input to a place cell (all those with 
grid nodes overlapping with the place field) so as support continued firing o f the 
place cell when sensory input is not available. In return, an appropriate set o f place 
cells can provide input to a grid cell (all those with place fields overlapping the
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various nodes o f the grid) so as to ensure that the grid-like firing pattern remains 
stable relative to the environment.
The simulation o f experience-dependent connection weight modification will be an 
important aspect o f future work as it may potentially explain some interesting aspects 
o f  the experimental data. Most notably, the squashing or stretching o f grids observed 
by Barry et al. (2006) only occurs when a familiar environment is deformed. When 
the rat is taken from a familiar environment and put into a new environment o f  
different size or shape, no stretching or squashing is seen (Barry et al., 2006; 
supplementary information). According to the model, deformation o f the environment 
causes deformation o f the grid-like firing pattern o f  grid cells because it changes the 
BVC inputs to place cells and the place cells affect grid cell firing via the connections 
from place cells to grid cells. When the rat is put into a novel environment place cells 
typically adopt a new firing pattern in which a new subset o f place cells are active, 
and those cells which are active in both environments have unrelated firing fields (a 
phenomenon know as "remapping," Bostock et al., 1991; a randomly selected 30% o f  
place cells appear to be active in a given environment, with 9% active in two distinct 
environment Guzowski et al., 1999). Thus, the exposure to a new environment, o f  
whatever size or shape, will not cause deformation o f the grid, as largely different 
place cells from those with connections learned in the familiar environment will now 
be active. New connections from these cells to grid cells will be learned as the new 
environment becomes familiar.
The possible plasticity o f connections between place cells and grid cells may also 
explain the slow variation observed in both place cell firing and grid cell firing over 
multiple trials in which an environment's shape or size is altered. The initial response
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o f place cells and grid cells to variations in shape or size is parametric, as shown by 
O'Keefe and Burgess (1996) for place cells and Barry et al (2007) for grid cells, and 
simulated above. However, after repeated exposure to this manipulation over several 
days, the place cells begin to remap (Lever et al., 2002); eventually firing differently 
in the two environmental configurations, and the extent o f deformation of the grids 
begins to reduce (Barry et al., 2007). These two findings may result from the grid 
cells having a tendency to produce grid-like firing patterns with a specific spatial 
scale (determined by the recurrent connections they receive). After deformation of a 
familiar environment, the grids are deformed by the input from place cells: forcing 
the firing o f  each node to occupy specific locations to match the new positions o f  
firing o f the place cells from which the grid cell receives connections. However, 
"remapping" o f the pattern o f  place cell firing so that different cells fire in the 
differently shaped environmental configurations would allow grid cells to fire at a 
spatial scale consistently with the input received both via recurrent connections and 
via connections from place cells. In return, grid cells may have a tendency to fire at 
nearer to their natural spatial scale in the deformed environment than would be 
consistent with their place cell inputs. Such a tendency would introduce a conflict 
between the path-integrative input to place cells (from grid cells) and the perceptual 
input to place cells (from boundary vector cells), and this might be the cause o f  the 
slow remapping o f place cells observed by Lever et al. (2002).
The above discussion explains the apparent contradiction between the squashing and 
stretching observed by Barry et al. (2006) and the absence o f  this effect reported by 
Hafting et al. (2005) when the same grid cells were recorded in a large cylinder and in 
a small cylinder. Crucially, the rats were already familiar with both cylinders, and 
presumably had different place cell representations for each.
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7.2 Do grid cell and place cell representations complement 
each other?
What does the discovery o f  grid cells contribute to the continuous attractor models o f  
path integration amongst place cells? The continuous attractor models o f place cell 
firing had been proposed by Zhang (1996) and Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997) 
long before the discovery o f  grid cells in 2005, see Chapter 4. The grid cell firing 
patterns are strongly suggestive o f  providing a continuous attractor mechanism for 
path integration, and have been assumed to support this aspect o f the preceding 
models, see Fuhs and Touretzky (2006), McNaughton et al. (2006) and Chapter 6. 
What benefit do they bring?
There are three differences between the grid cell representation o f space and the place 
cell representation o f space which have obvious implications o f the formation of  
appropriate recurrent connections for a continuous attractor. First, grid cells fire 
within a regularly repeating array o f  locations across an environment, whereas most 
place cells fire in a single location. Second, grid cells are topographically organised 
so that physically nearby cells have similar (but offset) firing locations (Hafting et al., 
2005), whereas place cells are not topographically organised (O'Keefe et al., 1998; 
Redish et al., 2001). Third, grid cells do not remap between different environments: 
the relative locations o f the firing patterns o f different grid cells do not change (Fyhn 
et al., 2007), whereas place cells often do remap between very different environments 
(Bostock et al., 1991; Wills et al., 2005; Fyhn et al., 2007). All o f  these differences 
would facilitate the formation o f  recurrent connections capable o f  supporting path 
integration amongst grid cells compared to place cells. These connections are 
presumably formed during development via an unsupervised activity-dependent
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learning. For grid cells, the connection weight between two cells could be adjusted 
when the rat is in multiple locations across a single environment and when it is in 
different environments, and will involve physically nearby cells. For place cells, there 
will be far fewer opportunities to adjust such a connection weight due to the single 
firing location and remapping between environments (which implies that different 
weights are required for continuous attractors in different environments), and would 
involve well separated cells. The requirement for place cell continuous attractor 
models to have different patterns o f connections in different environments is not 
insurmountable, see Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997), but the advantage o f the 
grid cell representation in this regard is clear. See O'Keefe and Burgess (2005) for 
further discussion.
The existence o f a place cell representation separate from the grid cell continuous 
attractor also has advantages in terms o f  the ease o f association o f locations to 
sensory input (e.g., BVCs) and to 'output' functions such as identifying specific 
locations with their contents or likely positive or negative outcomes (i.e., "goals" or 
places to avoid). Thus the existence o f  a separate place cell representation allows the 
BVCs to be summed and thresholded before contributing to the continuous attractor. 
This may make the resetting o f  the continuous attractor path integration more precise 
compared to direct input o f  BVCs to a place cell continuous attractor. In addition, the 
mediation o f path integration by recurrent connections between grid cells leaves the 
recurrent connections between place cells in region CA3 free for other purposes. 
These include the formation o f  different continuous attractors for different 
environments. Thus the place cells can remap between different environments, and 
perform pattern completion within these remapped representations to accommodate 
minor sensory changes or cue removal (Wills et al., 2005; Nakazawa et al., 2002) on
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the basis o f the CA3 recurrent connections, independent o f the recurrent connections 
between grid cells. Given that the grid cell representation does not remap, which 
facilitates development o f  appropriate recurrent connections for path integration, it is 
useful to have a separate place cell representation to which to associate goal locations, 
for two reasons. First, the place cells tend to code for single locations, enabling 
unambiguous representation o f  a single goal location. Second, the place cell 
representations remap, allowing different goal locations to be represented in different 
environments.
7.3 Relation to alternative models of path integration.
7.3.1 The Droulez and Berthoz continuous attractor model.
The vast majority o f  models o f  the path integration component o f place cell firing, 
and o f  the firing o f  grid cells p e r  se, follow the idea o f  the creation o f a continuous 
attractor for firing patterns by an appropriate organisation of recurrent connections. 
These in turn follow the model o f  Droulez and Berthoz (1991) o f the superior 
colliculus: shifting a bump o f  activity around a sheet o f cells by asymmetric recurrent 
connections between neighbouring cells. In the superior colliculus, the location o f the 
bump o f activity reflects eye position, whereas in the hippocampus it reflects the 
animal's location within the environment. Thus, in Droulez and Berthoz's model, the 
strength o f the asymmetric recurrent connections must follow the angular velocity o f  
the eye, while in place cell or grid cell models it must follow the velocity o f  the 
animal. The relative strengths o f  the symmetric and asymmetric interactions between 
cells determine the speed with which the bump of activity shifts, as laid out in 
Zhang's theoretical paper (Zhang, 1996).
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7.3.2 The grid ceil driven model of Sheynikhovich et al.
Sheynikhovich et al (in prep) propose a model for spatial updating in which path 
integration is performed by different groups o f grid cells. Each group contains 
recurrently interconnected cells with the same specific spatial frequency and 
orientation o f  firing fields, with different groups having different frequencies and 
orientations (although recent data suggests that the grids o f all cells within one 
hemisphere actually have the same orientation, Barry et al., 2007). Visual inputs are 
provided directly to grid cells (not via place cells as in our model), and anchor their 
firing patterns to the environment. Place cells are recurrently interconnected, and are 
driven only by feed-forward inputs from different groups o f grid cells. The visual 
input in the model is represented exclusively by a snapshot o f the environment, 
subsequently processed by a large set o f  orientation-sensitive visual filters. The 
agent’s allocentric position and head direction are extracted from visual inputs by 
matching the currently perceived snapshot (represented by the responses o f the visual 
filters to the input image) with multiple snapshots stored in memory during 
exploration.
Sheynikhovich et al argue in their paper that since it is ‘simpler and biologically more 
plausible’ to explain experimental data with their visual snapshot matching approach, 
then there is no need for complex geometrical feature extracting mechanisms, like the 
one involving BVCs. Yet their proposed approach to visual information processing 
also appears to be fairly complicated, and perhaps not that physiologically plausible, 
since many different snapshots o f  the environment need to be stored in memory 
during initial exploration. On the other hand, neurons with firing patterns resembling 
those o f BVCs have been found in subiculum (Lever in Barry et al, 2006) and in 
entorhinal cortex (Soldstat, Moser and Moser, pers. com. to NB; Csicsvari, pers. com.
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to NB). In addition, some experiments have shown barriers to influence place cell 
firing (Muller and Kubie, 1987) and search location in the water maze (Maurer and 
Derivaz, 2000) even when made o f transparent material. In our model, partial grid 
squashing/stretching (around half o f  the environment deformation, see Barry et al,
2007) is achieved due to the specific properties o f BVC response curves. 
Sheynikhovich et al do simulate some place fields which stretch when a familiar 
environment is deformed. However, they do not provide any squashing/stretching 
simulation results for grid cells, so it is not yet clear whether their visual snapshot 
approach can account for the phenomenon observed by Barry et al.
7.3.3 The Byrne et al spatial memory and imagery model.
One exception to the standard continuous attractor model is provided by the model o f  
human spatial memory and imagery by Byrne et al (2007), which addresses the 
relationships between long-term memory, short term memory and imagery, and 
between egocentric and allocentric and visual and idiothetic representations. 
According to the authors, the functional architecture o f  the model was largely 
informed by thinking about imagery and planning in human spatial memory. Long­
term spatial memory is modelled within medial-temporal allocentric representations, 
and short-term memory is modelled as egocentric parietal representations within the 
‘parietal window’ circuit, driven by perception, retrieval, and imagery. The medial- 
temporal place cell representation o f  location functions as a continuous attractor, due 
to the presence o f recurrent connections, much like the preceding models. However, 
in Byme et al.'s model, place cells form part of a recurrent circuit containing 
Boundary Vector Cells (in parahippocampal cortex) and visual texture cells (in 
perirhinal cortex). Thus the activity o f  place cells, BVCs and texture cells all
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influence each other and form a single continuous attractor for all three types o f  
information. The connections weights involved are learned during exploration o f  a 
familiar environment, so that only combined representations consistent with being at 
a single location in that environment are included in the continuous attractor.
Encoding from short-term into long-term memory (bottom-up path), as well as 
retrieval from long-term into short-term memory (top-down path), requires translation 
between egocentric and allocentric representations. The egocentric-to-allocentric 
transformation is accomplished in the model by a circuit that combines head direction 
information with egocentric spatial input from the parietal window. The 
transformation circuit, assumed to be supported by neurons in the retrosplenial and 
posterior parietal cortices, is comprised o f  a set o f  N  identical neural subpopulations, 
each tuned to a specific head direction. Each subpopulation encodes a rotated 
egocentric map consistent with the direction o f  its preferred heading. Thus, 
connections between the parietal window and any one o f  the transformation 
subpopulations are weighted such that a rotated version o f  the egocentric spatial 
information contained in the parietal window is projected onto that transformation 
sublayer. The model has 20 such sublayers, corresponding to evenly spaced 
allocentric directions. Each transformation sublayer then projects an identical copy o f  
its activation pattern onto the layer o f  BVCs. By setting connections from the layer o f  
head direction cells to the transformation neurons such that only the sublayer 
corresponding to the current head direction is active, the transformation from 
egocentric to allocentric coordinates is accomplished. During the allocentric-to- 
egocentric transformation, the allocentric BVC representation o f  the environment is 
projected identically onto each o f  the transformation sublayers. Each o f these 
identical representations would be rotated through different angles by the weights
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from the sublayers to the parietal window, but gaiting by the head direction system  
allows only the correct sublayer to maintain sufficient activity to drive parietal 
window neurons. The proposed mechanism is supported by the finding o f  posterior 
parietal 'gain field' neurons, whose firing is tuned to respond to specific egocentric 
locations but which is also modulated by orientation within the world (Snyder et al, 
1998).
Spatial updating in the model is performed by manipulating egocentric parietal 
representations according to idiothetic information. Rotational and forward- 
translational egomotion signals act upon the egocentric parietal window 
representation o f  space via different mechanisms. In the case o f rotation, the 
egomotion signal drives continuous updating o f  head direction cell activity, thus 
rotating the image that is projected into the parietal window from the BVCs. For the 
case o f  forward translation, the egomotion signal gates the top-down connections 
from the parietal transformation layer to the parietal window such that the ‘normal’ 
top-down weights connecting these regions are down regulated, whereas a second, 
alternate set o f  top-down weights are up regulated.
When there is no forward velocity signal, the normal top-down connections perform 
reconstruction o f a head-centered egocentric representation o f the model’s current 
spatial surrounding in the parietal window by using information from place cell 
activity. Once up regulated by the velocity signal, the alternate set o f  top-down 
connections performs an almost identical function, except that the representation o f  
space reconstructed in the parietal window is shifted backwards slightly in the 
m odel’s egocentric space. When the next bottom-up phase begins, the shifted spatial 
information in the parietal window is transmitted through the transformation and 
BVC layers to activate place cells corresponding to the location slightly ahead o f  the
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current one. This process is repeated during the next top-down/bottom-up cycle, and 
so on until there is no longer a velocity signal. This mechanism results in a regular 
updating o f  the model’s internal representation o f  its space location.
Byrne et al assume a single spatial updating mechanism for both parietal and medial 
temporal representations, whereas our model implies that the updating can be 
performed separately for the two representations. Although our interpretation requires 
two separate updating mechanisms, their utility can be justified, since there are many 
spatial tasks for which only short-term egocentric memory is sufficient. Such tasks 
could be accomplished faster and with less resource if  the updating took place locally 
within parietal cortex by the mechanism proposed by Byrne and Becker (2004), 
without the need to engage long term memory. On the other hand, continuous 
allocentric updating could also be done locally within the medial temporal lobe, 
sending spatial information to the parietal window only when there is a need for read­
out into short-term egocentric memory, thus making the updating process easier and 
faster. This would also help to reduce an error that would otherwise accumulate due 
to the repeated rotational allocentric-egocentric transformations supporting updating 
in the Byrne et al model. If the number o f  transformation sublayers is 20, as in the 
Byrne et al model, this error could be considerable, since two closest alternative 
sublayer representations differ by 18 degrees. At the same time, the number o f  
sublayers, which would enable sufficiently accurate spatial updating, does not appear 
to be physiologically plausible. In addition, since the spatial updating process in the 
model is not continuous, but cycling, forward translation modulation by the speed 
value may take place only during a top-down part o f the cycle, so that a continuously 
varying speed o f movement would generate additional error.
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Finally, the recently discovered grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005) have striking spatial 
correlates o f  firing which are highly suggestive o f an involvement in path integration 
(McNaughton et al., 2006). In addition, lesions to parietal and hippocampal areas 
have dissociable effects on path integration in rats -  suggesting that both areas 
support distinct path integration mechanisms rather than combining to support a 
single mechanism (Save, Gauzzelli, Poucet, 2001). Both o f these finding support our 
hypothesis o f  a local medial-temporal mechanism for allocentric updating, without 
denying the existence o f parallel egocentric mechanisms in parietal or retrosplenial 
areas.
7.3.4 The oscillatory interference model of Burgess et al.
A completely different alternative to any o f  the above continuous attractor approaches 
has recently been proposed, in which grid cell firing is assumed to reflect an 
interference pattern between two or more sub-threshold oscillations in the cell's 
membrane potential (Burgess et al., 2007). This model builds upon an earlier model 
o f  the "theta-phase precession" seen in place cell firing (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; 
Lengyel et al., 2003). A baseline oscillation at the frequency o f the theta rhythm o f  
the EEG interferes with a dendritic membrane potential oscillation which increases in 
frequency above theta frequency as a result o f  synaptic input to the dendrite. This 
synaptic input is assumed to be both cosine tuned to a preferred heading direction and 
proportional to running speed. Thus the envelope o f the interference pattern, which 
varies with the phase difference between the two oscillations (i.e., the integral o f  their 
frequency difference), will vary with distance travelled in the preferred direction. The 
spatial array o f  grid cell firing locations corresponds to the product o f several 
interference patterns with preferred directions differing by multiples o f 60°
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The oscillatory interference model offers an alternative to the continuous attractor 
mechanisms for path integration discussed here: using phase differences to integrate 
velocity encoded as frequency differences. Which mechanism turns out to represent 
the best model for grid cell firing will be determined by experimental evidence. 
However, the two mechanisms need not be incompatible. For example, the 
mechanism o f  the oscillatory interference model appears to be compatible with the 
basic oscillatory properties o f  the stellate cells in medial entorhinal layer II (Giocomo 
et al., 2007), and the presence o f  neurons whose firing rate reflects head-direction and 
running speed in the deeper layers o f  mEC (Sargolini et al., 2006). Thus, the 
oscillatory interference mechanism may provide initial grid-like firing patterns which 
enable the appropriate recurrent connections to develop via some unsupervised (e.g. 
Hebbian) learning process. In return, evidence for the effects o f recurrent connections 
between grid cells includes the fact that all o f  the grid-like firing patterns, at least 
those from the same hemisphere, have the same orientation, and have clustered spatial 
scales (Barry et al., 2007).
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